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Young Wild West's Reckless Ride
OR, ARIETTA'S HAIRBREADTH ESCAPE
I'

By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Young Wild West Helping the
Cowboys.
Crack! C1·ack! Crack! Cra-a-ckl A volley
of revolver shots sounded, breaking the stillness
of the early morning. A handsome, dashinglooking boy, who was atttired in a buckskin
hunting suit, and a young girl, who might well
be called as "pretty -as a picture," were walking
stealthily through a ravine, and when the shots
rang out they quickly halted and drew back
under the overhanging rock.
"I reckon that spoils our chances of getting
any game this morning, Et," the boy said, as he
peered in the direction the shooting came from,
but saw nothing, because there was a high ridge
of rocks lying between.
"That's right, Wild," the girl answersd. "I
had no idea that there was anyone around here
but us. I wonder what is going on, anyhow?"
Crack! Crang ! crang !
'·Ah!" exclaimed the boy, nodding his head in
a cool and easy way. "The last two shots came
:from a rifle. I reckon there's a lively scrimmage
going on, Et, and very close at hand. You wait
he1·e, and I will try and find out what is up."
As he said this Young Wjld West, "for it was
no other than the well-known boy hero, who held
the title of Champion Deadshot of the West,
started to climb to the top of the cliff. Arietta
Murdo<;!<, the boy's charming, golden-haired
sweetheart, remained close to the cliff, and
watched him as he went upward with the agility
of a squirrel. Wild and Arietta had left the
camp, which was less than a quarter of. a mile
from the spot, as soon as breakfast had been
eaten, for the purpose of shooting something in
the line of game. They had struck the fresh
tracks of a deer, and were following them when
the shooting sounded near them. While they
were surprised to find that there was anyone so
near them, neither were the least bit frightened.
The boy was not long in climbing to a point
frori1. which he could look across the ravine, and
while he was doing it the sounds of angry voices
and more shots came to his ears. What Young
Wild West saw when he peered over a big boulder
~as a sort of. duel taking place between four
cowboys on one side, and a half a dozen villainous looking men on the other. The cowboys were
crouching behind some rocks, and were armed
only with revolvers, or " guns," as they were
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.:ailed by those who had use for them in that
wild pa1-t of the country. The men who opposed them not only had guns, but two of them
were showing ri'fles. They were hiding behind
the rocks, too, and as the young deadshot cast a
searching glance that way he saw a man lyiig
on the ground motionless.
"
"I reckon one of them got his medicifle," the
boy muttered. "Well, it wouldn't be hard to guess
which side to take in this fight, not if one went
accordfng to the looks of the men. It strikes
me that the galoots over there are a bad lot.
These fellows on this side seem to be pretty decent looking men. Well, I'll just wait here a
minute or two, and then, if they get to going
.it again, I'll take a· hand in the game."
Just then one of the men on the other side
of the ravine thrust his rifle through a crack
in the rock, and fired. The bullet struck a big
boulder behind whic)l one of the cowboys was
crouching. A defiant shout was the result, and
then anothe1· shot was fired. This time the man
with the 1·ifle exposed his shoulder and arm, and
one of the cowboys quickly took advantage of
it and fired a shot with his revolver. A howl of
pain was the immediate result, and the muzzle
of the rifle flew up in the air, and the man
dropped to the ground. Wild knew that he had
been hit by the bullet, and that the wound was
not dangerous he could readily· guess.
"Keep at it, you galoots," one of the cowboys
shouted. / "I- reckon we kin stay here all day.
We wani Black Bill, an' we're goin' to git him
if we have to shoot the whole bunch of you. He
killed Bob Jones, ther ranchman, an' then lit out
with all ther money he could find in ther house.
We're aft(r him, so yer might as •well give him
up. There will be more hurt afore ther day is
over, an' then I reckon we'll git him an' ther
rest of you, too."
"So the cowboys ·are after a murderer, are
they?" Wild thought. "Well, I reckon I'll help
them catch him. I'll wait till Charlie and Jim
show up, though. Then maybe we'll find a way
to get behind the galoots and take them by surprise."
Some more words passed between the two parties, and then one of the villains fired a shot
again. Just why he did this our hero could not
guess, since he was positive that no one showed
himself to give him a chance. The four men who
were after the murderer were altogether too
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cautious, and they did not mean to get hit by a
bullet if they could possibly prevent it.
"You too galoots go ahead and waste the lead,"
Wild muttered, as he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"The cowboys seem to understand their business
pretty well. So long as they act that way they'll
stand a chance of winning out. •But they could
never get the villain without assistance, though,
for Black Bill and his gang could easily get
away if they wanted to. I suppose they want
to try sng wipe the cowboys out, so there will
be no chance of anyone else catching them very
.
soon."
He waited for a minute or two longer, and then,
finding that · hostilities were at an end for the
present, he sta1·ted down to where he had left
his sweetheart upon the ledge. Half way down
he caught sight of a man ·and boy coming that
way in a cautious manner. They were his partners, Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and Jim Dart,
who was a boy about his own age.
"Here they come," he exclaimed, under his
breath. "I reckon I'll go down and meet them
and let t};em know what is going on. TMn we'll
all go bl\ck and get to the other side of the
ra,vine. I have h\)ard just enough to convince me
that the quicl-.er the ha~f dozen felk,vrs over there
are caught the better it will be."
"Did you see them, Wild?" Arietta asked, as
the young deadshot dropped down upon the ledge
where she was standing.
"Yes, Et," was the reply. "There are four
cowboys on this side of the ravine, while on the
other side, probably a couple of hundred feet
away, there are six scoundrels. I could .easily
tell they were scoundrels by looking at them, but
when I heard one of the cowboys call out for a
man named Black Bill to surrender, because he
he killed and robbed a 1·anchman, that settled it.
I knew then for sure. I reckon I'll take Charlie
and Jim and get around behind them. Come on;
we'll go and meet them, for I saw them coming." ·
"All right, Wild," the girl answered, showing
that she was as cool as though nothing out of
the way had happened, or was likely to happen.
The two went alon_g the ledge, and were soon
making their way down to the bottom of the
ravine. Just as they reached it Cheyenne Charli~
and Jim Dart arrived. Cheyenne Charlie was a
typical Westerner. His long black hair and mustache, and tanned and weather-beaten face told
plainly that he was a na_tive of that region, and
that he had h£en through all sorts of dangerous
pe1·ils. Jim Dart was just an ordina1·y looking
boy of the West. Both were attired in costumes
similar to that worn by our . dashing young hero;
and they certainly looked to be quite able to cope
with the dangers that were likely to threaten
in that part of the country.
"What's th~r trouble, Wil4 ?" -the scout asked,
as ht! \ooketl [1.t th<! young deadshot inquiringly.
W1ld r1uickly told him what was going on.
''So tl1at's what's the matter, eh?" and Cheyenne Cha.rley gave a no<l and shrugged his shoul.lers, w-'llile a grim smile played about his lips.
''Cowbo~s after a murderer, are they? Well, I _
reckon we'd better give them a lift."
"That's right, Charlie. Come on. We'll get
over to the other side of the ravine, and creep
behind them. ~t, you go on back to the camp.
I reckon we won't need you."

The last was said to the girl, who promptly
gave a nod and replied:
"A11 right; but be careful, . Wild. Don't go
to taking too much of a risk."
"I won't," and the young deadshot smiled at
his sweethea1-t. "I recokn I know just about what
to do. I located well the spot where the villains
a:r:e hiding."
As the girl started back through the ravine
Young Wild West led the way across it, and began clambering up the steep bank. Cheyenne
Charne was 1·ight after him, and Jim Dart lost
no time in following him. The three were not
long in reaching the top of the ascent, and then
picking• their way along among the rocks and
bushes, they gradually neared the spot where
the six outlaws, as they could well be called, were
hiding behind the rocks. The villain·s were about
fifty feet below, and as our three friends reached
a sharp tu:m among the rocks they saw their
horses in a little hollow. There were seven of
them, but as Wild knew that one of the men h:ad
been killed, or else badly wounded, he readily
understood that that number should be there.
They could not see the men. themselves, but the
young deadshot knew just about where they were,
so without making any noise he led the way to
where the horses were. Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Dart were watching sharply, their revolvers
:teady for instant use. The young deadshot had
drawn one of his guns, too, and pausing near
the seven horses, he pointed toward a clump of
rocks, and said in a whisper:
"The galoots are right behind there, boys. They
a1·e lying behind a pile of rocks. Before we
appea1· to them I reckon it would be a good idea
to let the cowboys on the other side of the ravine
know we are here. If -they should happen to see
us all of a sudden they might open fire on us.
·
thinking we were with the outlaws."
The boy's quick eyes soon selected a spot for
him to climb upward, and the next minute he
was rapidly nearing the top of a jagged hill.
He took off his hat, and as he came to the top
of it, waved it back and forth. Almost at the
same time he caught sight of the crouching cowboys. They appeared to be not a little surprised
when they saw the boy waving the hat, but when
he motioned to them that everything was all right
and nodded his head toward where the outlaws
were lying in wait, they nodded and waved .back
at him.
"I reckon I'll soon settle that part of it, anyhow," Wild thought, as he started back to join
his waiting partners. "Now then, we'll go ahead
and show Black Bill and his gang something
they are not looking for. Come on, boys," he
whispered, as he joined the two. "We'll steal
up close to the galoots and take them by surprise.
I reckon they'll hold up their hands all right
when they find we have got them covered."
"If they don't they'll drop," was the scout's
retort.
Without making the least sound, Young Wild
West and his partners crept forward, and in
less than a minute they were within twenty feet
of the crouching villains. Our hero paused long
enough to satisfy himself that the man lying
upon the ground was dead, and then he nodded to .
his partners and leaped over a rock. Hearing
the noise he made, the six men quickly turned.

·I
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"Hold up your hands, you sneaking coyotes!"
the .boy called out, in a commanding tone of voice.
When they saw that they were cove1·ed by the
three, the villains showed signs of fear. Their
faces paled, and up went the hands of all but
one. The exception was Black Bill. The man
uttered something that sounded like a gi-owl of
an ang1·y bear, and made a move to raise his
revolver. Crack! Young Wild West fired with
amazing quickness, and with a howl of pain the
villain dropped the revolver.
"Up with your hands!"
As the command again . rang out Black Bill
I
obeyed.
"Line up together there, you sneaking coyotes.
If any of you make a ·move to lower your hands
we'll drop you in your tracks."
The villains lost no time in obeying, and in less
than a minute they were standing in a line, their
heads above the rocks they had been crouching
behind, so the cowboys could see them plainly
from their place of concealment. Charlie and Jim
stood with a revolver in each hand now, so there
was no possible chance for the villains to succeed
in doing anything, eyen if they attempted to put
up- a fight. Seeing that ·his partners had them
dead to rights, our. hero clambered upon a rock
and called out:
"Come on over. I reckon we have got the
galoots you want."
"Good!" 'came the reply from the other side.
"We'll git there as quick as we kin. Much obliged
to you, young feller. We wanted Black Bill bad,
I kin tell you."
As Young Wild West turned to step down the
rock suddenly rolled over. In order to keep from
being hurled down the steep descent he made a
leap and caught hold of a tree. Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart involuntarily lowered their revolvers and started to aid him. Then it was that
Black Bill uttered a sharp cry to his men and
made a leap from the spot. Before the scout
01· .Tim realized what was going on the villains
were running .for their horses.
"Look out, boys! They are getting away!"
shouted Wild, as he clung to thef tree.
Charlie and Jim quickly clambered back over
the rocks, but they were· too late. Black Bill and
his men were riding away.

CHAPTER IL-On the Trail of Black Bill.
Young Wild West quickly swung himself to a
The rock that had rolled from
under his feet had reached the bottom of the
ravine by this time, and the crashing sound it
• ' made echoed through the hollow. But the boy
knew very well that there was no one below to
be injured, so he paid no ·attention to it. Our
dashing young hero was not long in reaching his
two partners.
"They've got away, Wild," said the scout,
shrugging his shoulders and shaking his · head.
"It's too bad. If that blamed rock had not happened to slip under your feet it would have happened. But I thought yer 'was sure goin' down
below the1·e an' git hurt. I jest couldn't help
runnin' to try an' save yer."
"It was the same with me, Wild," spoke up
safe . footing.
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Jim Dart. "I forgot all about thl;l villains the
moment I saw you in the act of falling."
"Well, never mind, boys·," and the young deadshot shook his head. "They got away, but I
reckon we'll help the cowboys catch them. It
isn't likely they'll go very far, for I have an
idea they're the sort of men who will look for
revenge. The face of the villain they call Black
Bill tells what he is quite plainly, I think."
Satisfied that it would be no use in trying to
catch the villains, since they were mounted and
no doubt riding swiftly away behind the rocks
and trees, Wild led the way back to the spot
wher~ the mishap had occurred. They were just
in time to see the four cowboys starting to ascend
the steep slope be~ow them.
"It's too bad, boys," Young Wild West called
out. "They got away from ~-"
The cowboys came on up, and then it was not
long before they understood the situation. Our
hero and }lis partners found them to be very nice
fellows, indeed. Their names were Lang, Gopher,
Butler and O'Brien. Lang was the recognized
leader of the four, and he was not long in telling our friends how Black Bill had worked on
the ranch with them, and had sneaked into the
house the night before, when Bob Jones, the
owner of the ranch, was there all alone, and had
foully mur!lered him and robbed the house.
"One of them got his medicine, anyhow," the
man called Butler spoke up. "I winged him. He
was jest goin' to take a third shot from his rifle
when I dropped him. It was a mighty quick
shot, too, an' I'm proud of it. I wished it had
been Black Bill, though."
"We don't want to shoot him," spoke up Lang,
lookinir .at Butler and shaking 'his. head. "Didn't
you hear me say that my rope was goin' ter
hang him. We're takin' ther law in our own
hands this trip, yer know."
"Well, from what I saw of ther galoot, he's
a pretty bad ,one," Wild declarell, nodding to
the cowboys. "I reckon you fellows had better
go back and get .your horses. You will have to
ride probably a quarter of a mile before you
can get into the ravine, I think. Then you can
take up the trail. We'll follow you as soon as
we get back to our camp and get ready. We
have three girls and a couple of Chinamen waiting fo.r us at the camp."
"Is that s-0?" Lang asked, as he took a good
look at the boy. "You must be Young Wild
West, I reckon."
"That's just wbo I am."
"Well, I was wondering if yo!l wasn't him when
I first saw yer. But when you said you had
gals with you I felt sartin that you was. I
hea1·d. somethin' ~bout you a few months ago,
how yer went ridin' around ther country tryin'
to do good things for honest people. - Them what
told me about you said you generally had three
gals with yer an' two Chinamen. It seems rather
risky to take gals around with you, though, don't
it?"
"WeH, I suppose you might call it risky," Wild
answered, with a smile. "But so long as the
girls know how to take care of themselves, and
like that sort of life, I suppose it is all right.
But I may as well introduce you to my partners.
This is Cheyenne Charlie, and that is Jim Dart

•
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standing over there. They are both as good as
they look, which is saying a whole lot."
Satisfied that they would not lose much by
del/).ying a few minutes, they a11 went down into
1,he ravine, not hurrying much. Young Wild West
and his partners walked aJong in the direction
of their camp, while the cowboys started to
climb back t_i> the spot where they had left their
horses. As our three friends came in sight of
the camp they found Arietta and the rest anxiously awaiting them. Young Wild West's sweetheart ran forward and said:
"They got away from you, eh?"
"Yes," was the reply. "We had them dead to
rights, but something had to happen to me, and
the result was that they took advantage of it
and lit out. But come! I reckon we'll get ready
to move right away."
The other girls of the party-for they always
called them girls-were Anna, the wife of the
scout, and Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's sweetheart.
The two Chinamen referred to were • brothers,
typical of their race in general appearance, and
were named Hop Wah and Wing- Wah. The
latter was the cook for the party, while the
former was what our friends called the "handy
man." He was a remarkable character, as will
_
be seen later on.
"Hurry up and get the pack-horses loaded,_Hop
and Wing," Wild called out, sharply.
''Allee light," came the reply, as if in one
.
voice.
The pack-horses were soon' loaded, for Cheyenne
Cha1·lie and Jim Dart lent a hand, while Wild
saddled the girls' horses for them. By the time
they were ready to mount the cowboys came
riding down the ravine.
"Hello," called out their leader, as he doffed
his hat . when he saw the girls. "I reckon we
ain't goin' ter git ahead of yer, after all, Young
Wild West."
"Well, it seems that way," was the reply. "It
didn't take us• long to get ready · to move, you
know. We have two pretty sma1·t Chinamen, and
when they start in to work they go right ahead."
The cowboys were going to ride on through
the ravine and try to get up to the higher ground
where they had come down, but Young Wild West
quickly advised them not to do so.
"We had better go on out," he said, "and then
we'll stand a better show. We'll save time by it,
too. We can 1·ide over in that direction and pick
up the trail, I 1·eckon."
Two minutes later they were all riding through
the ravine, the two Chinamen -bringing up the
rear and leading the pack-horses. They did not
have to go more than half a mile before they
struck the wagon tran.
"That's ther trail to King Pin Holler, a place
about twenty-five miles from here, where the
cattle raisers make a sort of headquarters sometimes," explained Lang, as he gave a nod. "It
ain't much of a place, bu~ you kin buy most
anything you want there at ther big store,
The1·e a whisky-mill there, too, an' that place
does a mighty big business about three or four
days out of every month. Ther boys from ther
different ranches generally rides there when_payday comes around, an' ther most of them leaves
their wages there."
"I see," and Young Wild West gave a nod.

As they started along the trail our hero noticed that there were no fresh hoof-prints or
wagon ruts, which showed that it had not been
traveled within the last two or three days, It
occurred to him that it would be a good idea to
keep right along the trail for a mile or two,
as he had an idea :that Black Bill and his gang
would make for it. Anyhow, it ran in almost
the same direction the villains had taken when
they fled. He told the cowboys what he thought
about it, and they promptly agreed with him.
"I reckon you know what you're <loin',. anyhow," said the man named· O'Brien. "I've heard
a whole lot about you. I never heard of yer
makin' a mistake yet."
·"Well, I don't know about that," and Wild
laughed. "I've made quite a few mistakes, but
somehow I generally manage to rectify them
before it is too late. If I don't do it myself
my partners or my sweetheart, or our clever
Chinaman happen along to do it. We work
pretty well together, you know."
Just then they reached the top of a slight
elevation, and nearly two miles away they caught
sight of the six villains just as they were disappearing over the c1·est of a hill, over which
tlie trail ran.
"There they go!" exclaimed Cheyenne · Charlie.
"Tiley are followin' ther trail, all right. I
reckon it won't be so long afore we git 'em.
Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow!"

CHAPTER 111.-The Outlaws Wait In Ambush.

It will be in order for us to turn our attention
to the six men and cowboys were fighting when
Young Wild West saw them when he climbed
up from the ravine, after the shots were fired.
Black Bill was certainly a bad man, and when he
found that he had been caught by our he1·0 and
his partners he gave in, but did not give up
entirely. As has been described, he accepted the
first chance that offered, and the result was that
he made good his escape. His five friends got
away, too, and when they had mounted their
horses they rode hard. Not untif they reached
the trail that led to King Pin Hollow did they
slacken their pace, and then the villain who was
wanted by the cowboys looked behind him and
excultantly exclaimed:
"Well, boys, that was what I call a nal'l'er
escape. We wasn't expectin' ter be attacked from
the rear, an' fer a little while it looked as though
it was all up with us. But I'm one of ther kind
that never gives up. I jest made up my mind
that there was a chance, an' there was! Here
we are, as good as ever, only poor Andrew Cack
had ter be shot by one of ther galoots from ther
ranch. If it wasn't fer that I'd feel that we'd
won a great victory."
"Well, it can't be helped, Bill," answered one _
of the ruffians, shaking his head. "Ther rest ·of
us is alive, an' what we want ter do now is ter
try an' stay that way. You killed Bob Jones,
expectin' yer was goin' ter made a big haul by it.
But it didn't pan out ther way yer thought it
would. There wasn't ther money in ther house
that there was s'posed ter be, so it didn't hardly
pay yer fer ther job. B.ut w,e!ye got ter make
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ther best of it, an' I, fer one, is goin' ter stick
ter yer. We're real outlaws now, an' I s'pose
we've got ter act as sich."
"That's right, Fisher; you've got ther -idea all
right. You're goin' ter stick ter me; an' so is
ther rest. I know that without askin' 'em."
"Bet your life on that, Black Bill!" exclaimed
another of the villains, while the rest quickly
nodded their heads in the affirmative. Black Bill
was much pleased at the way they acted.
"I don't know who them three galoots was,"
lie observed, thoughfully, as he led the way along
the trail at a canter. "Two of 'em was only
boys, but one of 'em acted as though he was a
dozen all in one. Jingo! but he was a mighty
cool hand, wasn't he?"
"He sartinly was," Fisher answered. "When
he shot your gun out of your hand I thought it
was all up with you. I never seen sich a quick
shot afore in my life. It seemed that ther gun
fairly jumped from ther holster an' p'inted itself
at yer, Bill!"
. .
"Well," said one of the v1llams, whose name
was Layer-Red Layer they called him, because
his head was red; "I've sorter been thinkin', an'
I reckon now I know who he is."
"Well, who is ther boy?"
As Black Bill asked the question all eyes were
turned upon Red Layer.
"Young ·wild West."
"Jiminy!" exclaimed Fisher. "I never thought
of that afore. That's jest who he is, I'll bet!"
"Who's Young Wild West!" asked Black Bill,
looking at them sharply. "I can't say as I ever
heard of anyone with sich a name as that afore."
"Well, I've heard tell that Young Wild West
was a boy who goes~all over ther country, doin'
wonderful things as he does," Fisher answered,
shaking his head and looking very serious. "He's
a deadshot, an' is ther luckiest feller what ever
lived, they do say. Always lookin' fer trouble, ·
too, with them he do:o.'t think is honeat. Yes, T'w·
heard tell of Young Wild West, but I never took
much stock in what I heaTd till iest now, when
Red spoke. You kin bet that ther b0y is Young
Wild West."·
"An' ther man an' boy what was \Vith him is
his two pards," added Layer, nod:lin~ 1!0ci~ively.
"There ain't no mistake about it, boys. We're
up against a putty tough proposition when we
tackles Young Wild West an' his pards. They
has ther name of bein' able ter lick any dozen
galoots they comes across."
On they rode for perhaps a couple of miles,
and then Black BiH suddenly brought his hors':l
to a halt.
"I reckon we may as well stop here fo1· a while,
boys," he said, as he turned and looked back
over the trail. "It may be that there'll lie sich
a thing as someone comin' along lookin' fer us
afore long. Most likely Young Wilq We,t ar.'
his pards will agree ter help ther cowboys catch
us. They sartinly will, I think, , after they
hear all about what happened at ther ranch.
That means that we'll have a chance ter put a
stop to ther business. We want ter git away,
we do, an' as long as we know there's someone
after us we can't feel exactly safe. We've got ter
find a way ter clean up every man an' boy what
comes mfter us. But I ·want ter git Young Wild
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West alive, if I kin. That boy ain't ter die
no easy death, yer know."
"Right yer are, Bill," answered Fisher. "'i'h,1t
he done ter yer ;; enough ter make ye1· feel
that way. We'll try an' git him alive. I know
what yer want tE::r do. Yer want ter lay here
for 'em, an' when they come along, give 'em a
surprise. I reckon that'll be putty easy, 'cau;;e
we cculdn't have a better place fer it if it wa3
mace ter order."
"TJ,is is ther place, an' no mistake."
It certainly was just the right sort of place
for an ambush. The trail ran along between a
mass of high rocks from the cracks of which
stunted cedars and bushes grew.. It was not the
first time the villains had been that way, for
they had worked at different ranches in that
section during the past few months. Black Bill
had been employed by the ranchman he had so
cruelly murdered in order to get the big pile of
money he thought was in the house at the time,
and the villains with him now had watched and
waited outside, so they might be able to help
him in case . he got in trouble through it. The
amount stolen certainly did not pay for the risk
they had taken, and now they were outlawsbeing hunted for, at that! The place Black Bill
pointed out was at the left of the trail, and as
he dismounted and led his horse among the rocks
his companions followed suit.
"There's one thing we ought ter make sure
of," said Fisher, shaking his head in a thoughtful way; "it might be that we don't do exactly
what we intend ter; an' in that case we ought
ter have a good chance ter git away from here.
We mustn't forgit that, boys."
·
"Don't yer think we'll make a miss of it," spoke
up one of the others. "That's somethin' ~e can't
do very handy. When they come along all we've
got ter do is ter open fire on 'em. All but
Young Wild West must go down at ther first
fire. Bill wants ter git him alive, yer know."
"That's right," Black Bill answered. "I reckon
he'll lose his wonderful nerve when he sees his
pa1·ds an' ther cowboys droppin' around him. He
ain't nothin' more'n human, anyhow, an' he'll be
jest as easy ter git as anyone would be."
After putting their horses where they would
be safe the villains proceded to get themselves
ready for the ambush. They were not long in
picking out places, and then, with a nod of satisfaction, Black Bill said :
"Now, then, I reckon I'll climb up a little ways
an' take a look along ther trail. If we kin see
'em comin' it will be all ther better fer us."
All agreed with him on this, so the leader
of the outlaw gang looked about fo~· a way to
get to the high ground. He was not long in
finding it, and then he quickly dambered upward. Much to his satisfaction when he got
there, he caught sight of a party of horsemen
approaching. But when he got a good look at
them his eyes opened wide. There were three
females in the party. Black Bill ensily picked
out the four cowboys, who had pursued him from
the scene of the murder, and he also recogni~d
Young Wild West and his partners. But the
girls and the two Chinese servants. he had not
seen before, and he was surprised in consequence.
"There's wimmen-folks there, an' most likely
they're young," he muttered. "We don't want
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ter kill them, not by a jugful! Wimmen-folks ments for the ambush, he could see-them plainly,
is altogether too scarce around these diggin's since the air was so clear that even their faces
fer that. We've got ter make different arrange- could be discerned. Mounting his horse the young
ments, I guess. I'll call Fisher up here, an' deadshot rode back and met the rest of the party.
"Did yer see 'em?" the scout asked.
see what he says."
_
.
Then, forgetful of the fact that he m1gh't be
"Yes, Charlie," was the reply. "They are waitseen by the approaching party, Black Bill waved ing among the rocks in a narrow cut the trail
runs through. I suppose they mean to let us
his hand to those below, and called out:
"Come up here, Fisher! I want yer. Hurry have a shower of lead if we come through. But
we won't go through, not until they are fixed
up!"
The man called to lost no t ime in climbing so they won't do any harm, I reckon."
AU hands now rode forward along the trail,
up, while the rest waited and wondered what was
and it was not long before the sharp eyes of
up.
"Take a look ~p ther trail, Fisher," said the Young Wild West caught sight of a man upon
the top of a high point of rock. Few would have
villainous leader.
noticed him, but the dashing young deadshot was
His companion did so.
on the watch for something of the kind, and hence
"Gals, I reckon, Bill!" he exclaimed.
"Yes, ther cowboys is comin' with Young Wild it was not strange that he saw him. ' He called
West and his pards, an' there's three gals with the attention of the rest to the man, but cau'em. Fisher, we can't fire inter ther gang any tioned them not to act as though they saw anykind of fashion now. We don't want ter hurt thing out of the way, and to keep on riding at
the easy pace they were following at the time.
them gals."
"I should say not," was the reply.
When the man, who was no other than Black
"Then the best thing we kin do is ter shoot Bill, as the reader might guess, a:rose and waved
Young Wild West, an' not try ter take him his hand to those below him, they all saw him
alive. We'll shoot him an' his pards first of all. plainly.
Then we'll soon put the cowboys on ther · run.
"I reckon that's Black Bill," said Lang, the
I reckon we kin do this without hitting' ther leader of the cowboys. "He's up there watchin'
gals. We must, anyhow."
for us. I wonder if ther fool thinks we can't
"All right," Fisher answered. "You kin count see him."
on me ter drop one of 'em."
"Well, don't let on that you do see him," said
"All right. Come on down. They'll be here Jim Dart, who was riding near the speaker at
in less than three minutes, though they ain't the time. "There he goes down. Now, then, I
comin' so awful fast. We'll be ready fer 'em suppose they're ready for us."
when they come, I reckon."
When they were probably within an eighth
Down went the two, and then the outlaws of a mile of the spot where the villains were waitwaited and watched for our friends to come along. ing, the boy found 5ust what he wanted. It was
not exactly a trail that his eyes rested upon,
but what might have been a deer path.
"Come on," he said, in a low tone of voice.
"Here's the way we'll go. I reckon if the sneakCHAPTER IV.-The Ambush Fails.
ing galoots wait for us to come along the trail
"Now, then, we want to keep a watch on the they'll wait a good while."
galoots," said:, Young Wild West as Cheyenne
The boy rode on ahead, and after him cama
Charlie broke into a shout at the sight of the the rest in single file. Up a short ascent they
six villains. "We don't want to let them see went through some scraggy oaks and underUs coming if we can help it, for then they might brush, and then down into a gully. Next they
lie in wait for us and give us a surprise."
went upward again, where there were less bushes
"That's right, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie an- and trees. From there they continued upward,
swered. "They ain't ridin' so very fast now, so gradually nearing the spot where they had seen
maybe it would be a good idea for you to go on the man watching for them. When our hero
ahead an' sorter see what they're up ter."
thought they were close enough he called a halt.
Our hero thought this a good suggestion, se>
"Everybody keep perfectly still," he said. "I
' waiting until the villains were entirely out of am going to go ahead and have a look down into
sight he started forward at a rapid pace and the cut. I want to see just where the villains
soon left his companions behind. The boy kept are."
on riding until he \mew he must be pretty close
Of course, all were ready to do just as the
to the outlaws, and then he slackened the pace boy said, so Wild quickly dismounted and started
-0f his horse somewhat. A few minutes later ahead. Pushing his way through the bushes
he decid(:ld to dismount and climb a tree at the without making a particle of noise, Wild conside of the trail, so he might have a look ahead. tinued on, and gradually reached the point he was
He was not long in doing this, and as he reached heading for. Th,e rest sat in the saddle watching
the top of the tree he found he had ·a good view him. Meanwhile our hero soon reached the top
for miles ahead, even though it wound this way of the high bank of rock. He crept to the edge
and that and up hill and down. It happened that and cautiously pee1·ed over. Then it was that a
the boy just got there in time to see Black Bill smile showed on his handsome face. There were
and his men as they came to a halt preparatory the ·villains prnbably thirty feet below him, lying
to lying in ambush. It did not take the boy a behind the rocks and waiting in rigid silence.
minute to realize what they were up to. Though Stepping back a short distance from the edge
the villains were nearly a mile ahead of the boy of the bank, he arose and waved for his com- ·
l!.t the time he saw them making their arrange- panions to come on up. This they at once started ·
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to do, Wild going back to the edge of the bank,
so he might watch the villains. They all rode
UJJ_ to within a hundred feet of the boy, and then
dismounted.
Charlie, Jim, and the cowboys
promptly stepped forward, revolvers in hand. As
they neared our hero he turned and motioned
for them to be careful and not make any noise.
Then th. v all crept up and looked over the bank.
Though they knew the six men below the111 were
desperate scoundrels, the sight could not help
making them smile. The nerves of the scoundrels
were no doubt at the highest tension just then,
for it was high time that the party they were
waiting for should appear.
"They sartinly mean us, · ,1/ild," whispered
Cheyenne Charlie, as he got close to our hero's
side. "Do yer know what I think?"
"Never mind what you think, Charlie," the boy
answered. "I know what -you are going to say.
If you had your way about it you would open
fire on them and put an end to it in a jiffy. But
that is not the way I do things, as you know."
H.a ving expressed himself to the scout, the boy
drew back a little and crept along softly to the
rest, and told them not to shoot, unless he gave
the word. Then the boy made his way back to
the spot where he could be seen by-those below,
and in a voice that rang out sharply, exclaimed:
"Hello, Black Bill!"
As the words sounded the villains leaped to
their feet and turned their gaze upward. It was
so unexpected to them that they knew not what
to do. Even Black Bill himself stood there as
if transfixed. Wild's partners and the cowboys
were leaning over the top · of the bank, their
revolvers turned directly toward the villains, so
there seemed to be no possible chance of escape.
"Quite a nice little job you were putting up,
Black Bill," went on ·our hero, speaking as coolly
as though it was all a joke. "You certainly
meant to give it to us good and hard, I reckon.
But I reckon you will find out that we are
not to be caught n apping any kind of fashion.
Just hold up your hands now. You got a way
from us this morning, but I reckon you'll have
a hard job doing it now. I want to take you all
alive, if I can, but if I can't I will have you
dead, that's all. Hold up your hands !"
.
The last was said in a commanding way, and
up went the hands of all but the leader. He
had no doubt fully recovered from his surprise,
and instead of obeying the command, he dropped
suddenly to the ground and rolle.d himself behind
a boulder. It was a clever move, as our hero
was ready to admit. However, he could have shot
him before he got out of sight if he had so desired. But he felt that it would only take a
little more time to gather in Black Bill along with
the rest.
"The first galoot who tries to follow the example of Black Bill will die before he does the
job," Wild called out sharply. "Boys, you can
shoot the instant you see one of them try it."
Crack! The sharp report of a revolver rang
out, and a bullet whizzed past the head of our
hero. It was Black Bill who had fired from behind the boulder, of course. This put a new
phase on the situation. From his place of concealment the leader of the outlaws could annoy
them considerably, even thou~h he was not able
to hit any 'of them. Wild realized this right
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away, and he was forced to get back a little, so
he, would be out of danger. Crack! Another
shot rang out, and Cheyenne Charlie's hat flew
from his head.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout, as he
dodged back; "if he had only done what I wanted
to do we would have had 'em dead to rights.
Now it's about an ev~n thing, I reckon. That
galoot kin keep us from gittin' th'0-._._rest."
Charlie was right, but Wild, tho~gh he knew
it, said nothing. Black Bill had proved to be
sharper than he had given him credit for. It
seemed that he had a way of acting quickly,
. and did the right thing at the right time, even
if he was a very bad man. The cowboys were
rendered desperate at the way things were turning, and as one of them took the risk of leaning over to get a look at the scoundrels below,
Black Bill fired again. Then the cowboy uttered
a sharp cry of pain, for the bullet clipped off
a small portion of his ear. Of course, the companions of Black Bill were ready to take advantage of the least thing that Wll,,S in their
favor, and when the third shot had been fired
by their leader they made a break and scrambled
behind the- rocks. When this had happened the
situation was much the same as it had been when
Young Wild West came · upon the scene in the
ravine that morning.
Our hero was not a little angered at the way
things had turned out. He had certainly thought
he had the villains dead to rights, but the sudden
action of Black Bill had spoiled the whole thing.
"Charlie," said he, turning to the scout, "I
reckon there is going to be a sort of siege of
this. The best thing _we can do is to pitch our
camp right there in that little grove. One thing
is certain, the galoots won't dare to leave the
spot very soon. I reckon we can wait just a s
long as they can, since we can take it easy while
we are doing it, and they will have to remain
behind the rocks there all the time, or else run
the chances of being shot. Of coµrse, there is
only one way to do it now, and that is to shoot
them whenever we see them. You just go and
tell · the Chinamen to unload the pack horses.
They need not bother about putting up the tents,
for I reckon we won't be here more than two
or three hours, at the m~t. I have started in
to catoh Black Bill, and I am going to do it now,
if it takes all day."
·
"All right, Wild," the scout answered, and
then he arose and walked over to where the
1;wo 8hinamen and the girls were waiting.
He soon told them what to do, and the resul t
was that the pack-horses were relieved of their
loads, while the girls a ssisted in putting the camp
in shape. Wild could see the horses belonging
to the scoundrels; but they were partly hidden
from view behind some rocks. He knew the
outlaws might be able to get them without showing themselves, but if they did they could not
tide very far before they would be in full view,
and then they could shoot them down easily.
He appointed Jim Dart and two of the cowboys
to keep a sha1·p watch, telling them not to hesitate to shoot should they see the villains trying ta get away. Then he walked leisurely to
the camp.
"Hop," he said, calling to the clever Chinaman,
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"I reckon you can help us out of this, if you
care to."
"Me helpee outee velly muchee quickee, Misler
Wild," Hop retorted, shov.ring his eagerness by
smiling and bowing.
"Well, you have always got home-made fireCl'ackers and fireworks with you. I reckon if
nothing turns up in our favor in fiftee:iy minutes
you can surprise the galoots by throwing somethjng down there that will explode."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me gettee leady
velly much quickee."
"Well, go ahead and get re':J.dy. But I guess
I won't want you to do it inside of ten minutes.
The longer they have to stay there the more
nervous they will get, you know."
The boy then went back and told his partners,
and the cowboys what he h,a:d done. ·
"I reckon Hop will start 'em out, all rigl;lt ! "
exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, with a grin.
"What kin ther heathen do, anyhow?" Lang
asked, as he looked over to where Hop was
moving about the camp.
"Oh, he kin do more things than most galoots
kin, I reckop," the scout retorted. "You oughter
see him play draw poker. He kin beat ther
man what made ther. cards. He kin cheat ther
eyes right out of tl}e head of a card sharp, an'
he never gits catched, either."
"Is that so?" the cowboys asked, looking verj
.
much interested.
"Yes, there ain't no mistake about it. You jest
wait till this thing is over with, an' maybe Hop
will show yer somethin' that will make your eyes
open."
"I r eckon I'll take a walk over and have a talk
wit'h him," Lang observed, as he turned and proceeded to do so.
Hop saw him coming, and guessing that he
was interested in him, '{or he knew that Wild
must have told what he proposed to do, he looked
up and smiled blandly.
"Velly nicee day, so be," he observed, just as
thpugh he had not seen the m~ before."
"Yes, I reckon it is a nice clay," Lang reto\ted,
grinning. "If it wasn't that we had some trouble
with them galoots down under ther cliff I'd call
everything lovely. But I hear . you're going ter
set off some firecrackers or somethin' like that.
Cheyenne Charlie tells •me you're a mighty clever
Chinee. He says yer kin play poker better than
ther man what made ther cards."
"Lat allee light," the Chinaman replied, shaking his head. "Misler Charlie tellee you most
arll'Jthing. Me play dlaw pokee, so be; but me
no velly muchee smartee at um gamee. Me beatee
Misler Charlie, but lat not say muchee. He no
no undelstandee um gamee."
Laiw; grinned J:!Ome more. He rather liked
·the way the Chinaman talked. The fact was that
Hop had remained very still that morning, so
the cowboys bad not been able to get much acquainted with him. ,But now he was ready to
show what he could do.
"Me go to light um biggee fire clacker, and len
thlow allee samee down to um outlaws, so um
fire clacker go bang! and len um outlaws allee
samee lun. Len Misler Charlie allee samee
shootee."
''I see," and Lang gave a nod, while a smile

illuminated his counten ance. "Let me see ther
fire cracker you're goin' ter use, will yer?"
Hop quickly showed him the 1·oughly made
cracker, and when Lang looked at it he shook his
·head.
"I wouldn't know what that was, Hop," he
declared. "I reckon that wouldn't amount t o
much."
"Lat allee light," and so saying Hop calmly
lighted a. cigar. He took the explosive back and
dl'Opped it in· his pocket. Then he produced a
piece of candle from somewhere and handed it
1
to the cowboy, saying:
"You holdee lis, so be. You lightee, so when
we allee samee gittee leady me takee and lighte-e
um fireclacker."
"Sartin," was the reply, and the cowboy quickly struck a match and lighted the candle. The
moment the flame touched the wick there was
a sharp hiss, followed by a quick report, and
the candle exploded in bis hi'tlltl.

CHAPTER V.-Black Bill Proves Himself To Be
Very Clever.
Black Bill i·eally felt as though he had gained
a great victo1·y over Young Wild West. Taken
by surprise, as he had been, an<! having proved
himself able to get out of danger, the villain
considered that he stood as much chance as did
his enemies. When he had got his men all t o
places of safety, he gave a low chuckle.
"Boys," he said, "I reckon we've g·ot out of a
putty bad hole. Young Wild West an' his gang
sartinly had ther best of it, but they didn't
keep it that way long. They must have seen
me when I was up on ther rocks there, an' that
made 'em leave ther trail. They come on around
us an' found us here waitin' like a lot of fools.
But there was one galoot here a s ain't no fool,
an' yer all know wJ10 that is. It's me-Black
Bill. I 1·eckon I'm about as smart as Young \\.ild
West is. I don't believe in holdin' up my hands,
jest 'cause I'm told to do it. But yer see how
easy I dropped to ther ground an' rolled behind
ther i·ocks? Well, I reckon I ;know some thin',
anyhow. An' did yer take notice how I made
them galoots git their heads out of sight. Ha,
.
ha, ha!"
"I was mighty glad yer done that Bill:"
Fisher declared, from behind a boulde/ a fe'w
feet distant. . "It give us a chance to save our
lives, I reckon. But I didn't know why it was
that Young Wild West an' ther rest didn't shoot
us down right at' ther start. They was sartinly
very good to us."
"Well, t~ey thought that they was goin' to take
us all alive, I s'pose," and aBllin the leader
·
laughed.
"Well, I'm glad they didn't do that," spoke
up another of the villains. "But ther thing i.s
now, how we're goin' ter git away from here."
"We'll. do that all right," Black Bill answered
quickly. "Jest lay low a while. I'm <loin' some
tall thinkin', and it won't take me long. to figure
out a way to fool 'em. I hardly think they kin
see our horses from where they are. If they
can't I'm goin' ter git ther horses an' lead 'em
along close under ther bank for a little ways.
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Th~n ther rest of yer kin foller, one at a time.
Of course, it are likely that we'll all have ter
pass what yer kin call a danger spot or two.
That will happen every time we show ourselves
goin' from one rock to another. But jest wait.'
They'll keep a watch on u s, of course, but they
won't all be peepin' at us. They're afraid they
might git shot if they do that. Then what's
goin' te1· watch will be mighty careful that we
don't see 'em. Now, jest wait a while, as I said
afore."
The fact was that the sbc villains had plenty.
of chances to keep themselves · concealed from
the view of those who might be looking over the
top of the high bank. As we have said before,
the rocks and boulders scattered about on either
side of the trail were numerous. Black Bill did
not mean to let Young Wild West get the best
of him. He was thinking all the time, and he
had certainly showed that he was nretty clever.
After wajting for perhaps five minutes he began crawling away from the rock he had been
lying behind since the time he had made the
quick move, instead of holding .up his hands, as
he had been commanded to. He knew very well
if he could get close to the bank he would be
less likely to be seen by those who were no doubt
watching him, so he turned in that direction.
Leaving the rock, he managed to get behind another that was near er to the bank, and then he
moved along behind that until he came to another
that was still nearer. As he reached the last
one he turned his head upward, and then it was
that he gave _a nod of satisfaction .
· "u_eckon they can't see me without leanin'
over now," he mutt ered. " I'll jest take ther risk
of goin' across that little open space there, an'
if I'm able to do that I'm- able to do ther whole
t hing I want to do."
'l'here was no doubt but that the man was
brave. He was willing to t ake any kind of risk. "
Ne1·ving himself for what might come, Black
Bill started to crawl upon hi s h ands and knees
across the open s pace, an d expose himself to
anyone who might b~ leaning ove1; the top of
the bank. H e m oved ra pidly, but made little
or no noise. I happened that no one was leaning over far enough to see him. But there was
nothing strange in t his, since if Jim Dart or the
cowb_o ys had done this the1 "."ould surely have
furmshed targets fo1· the v1llams below.
' Black Bill breathed a sigh of relief as he got
close to the foot of the slanting bank, which
was so steep in some places as to be almost perpendicular. Just whel'f~ he now s at upon the
grnund it hollowed in the center, and almost
formed a canopy over his head. He knew very
well that he could not be seen from directly
above him, but it was from other pl~ces al~ng
the banks that he feare~. Elated with havmg
got where he was so easily, h~ now s1:arted for
the horses. He was not long m reachmg them,
since 1:e had an excellent chance to move without bemg seen from above. When he got to the
horses he turned and lay flat up~m his back and
then took a good survey of the scene above.
."I reckon they kin just about s~e ther tops
of ther backs of ther horses an' then· heads," he
muttered. "I've got a putty good eye, an' I ain't
makin' no mistake -0n that. That means that I
ain't got to show myself a s high a s ther backs
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of ther h~rses. But I reckon I kin sorter git
along without doin' that."
It happened that only one of the horses was
tied, and that was the one that had lost its
rider in the conflict with the cowboys at the
ravine. The rest all stood with the bridle reins
thrown over their heads. Cowboys' horses will
usually stand for a long time tnis way, since
they take it for g1·anted that they must not move
wheri the rein is thus thrown over their heads.
But p1·obably this is due to the fact that they
are trained that way, being tied to a hitching
post by the. bridle afte1• the rein is thrown forward. Black Bill crept to the rock to which the
lariat holding· the horses was tied, and when he
had untied it he moved back under the bank
again, and then, giving a gentle pull upon the
lariat, exclaimed, in a low tone of vo\ce:
"Come, git up."
He uttered a chirp at the same time, and the
result was that the horse at once moved toward
him. Again he chirruped, and tl,ie result was that
the other horses moved slowly after the first
one.
"I reckon I've got things dead ter rights," the
villain thought, as he worked his way along under
the bank, keeping· the lariat taut. "If ther
boys could only manage to git away from danger
as well a s I did, we'll outwit Young Wild West
an' his crowd yet. But I want to do something
more than outwit ther boy. I've made up my
mind to steal one of them gals, if I can manage
to git away from here all right and make 'em
think we're here yet."
Further and further went the man, the horses
following slowly. If Jim Dart and the cowboys
had tl/-rned their gaze in that direction they must
have seen them, though it would have been
dangerous for them to lean over far enough to
take a look. The fact was that .they were watching the •rocks they knew the vil!'ains were behind,
and were not paying much attention to any
other part of the vicinity. Black Bill went on
until he turned a slight bend in the bank that
lined the trail, and then he felt like g·iving a
shout of j_oy. He got all the horses around the
bend, and then he again tied the riderless one,.
after which he mounted his own and rode away
at a walk.
"Weif," said he, as he turned and looked back,
"I reckon I'm ther one they want ther most. I'm
ther g·aloot a,s killed Bob Jones. But I ain't goin'
ter leave ther boys in ther lurch. I -could do·
it, I know. I could git a mighty g·ood star t
on 'em, too. But I've made up my mind to have
a howlin' revenge on Young Wild West. Maybe
I can't got a shot at him jest now, but it s-')rter
strikes me that I kin manage to git hold of one
of them gals I seen comin' along with ·~m. If
I kin d? that much I'm all right. I'm goin'
ter try it, anyhow. But afore I do I must g it
somewhere , so I kin let ther boys know wha t
I've done . . Then, if t hey ain't got sens_e enough
to. !!'raw! away from where they are, an' 1sit to
their horses, they'll have to stay there. I sartinly can't go back an' carry 'em."
The villain knew he would be taking a great
risk in trying to show himself to his followers·
still, he1neant to do it. His life had been mad~
up of risks, for the most part and he had oocome used to it. He rode alo~g for about twQ
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hundred yards, and then struck out boldly upon ' proceeded to creep a little closer to the camp.
the trail. Turning his horse so he fa1ied in the He had managed to get a good look at the girls,
direction he had come from, he came to a halt. and it was easy for him to pick out the one
He could see his crouching friends easily, and he thought was Young Wild West's sweetheart.
when he saw one of them look toward him and -Arietta was certainly far prettier than the averthen wave his hand, he motioned for them to age girl, and there was a way about her that
follow him. This done, he quickly turned to the was bound to attract the attention of anyone, inleft and left the trail. He had reached a point cluding a villain.
•
where the ground was comparatively level now,
"Ther galler haired gal is ther one I want," he
so there was no steep batrk for him to climb.
decided. "I'll ketch her or I'll fail in ther whole
"Now, then," he muttered, as he swung off at thing."
a sharp trot, "I reckon I'll see where them gals . The man felt in his pocket and brought out
is. It ain't likely that they're very close to ther . a hank of stout cord. Then he produced a big
edge of ther bank. Young Wild West ain't fool cotton handkerchief.
enough to let gals run theT risk of gittin' hit by
"If I kin git her without lettin' ther rest know
a stray shot, not if he's all they say he ' is. He what's goin' on, it'll be all ther better," he
might be a putty smart young galoot, but I reck- thought.
.
on when he stacks up agin me he's got his
At tha_t moment '"Arietta left the camp and
match, an' maybe a little more."
started to follow · Wild and the rest. Black Bill
On rode the villain, taking care to keep the looked upon the ground, and seeing a stick about
trees, bushes and rocks behind him and the spot the size of an egg, he quickly picked it up and
where he knew his enemies were located. In this hurled it to a pile of bushes to the left of the
way he continued until he. had made a half circle. girl. The stick made a crash as it struck, of
Tl,en he came to a halt, and after taking his course. The girl heard it, too, and she stopped
be2.rings,. decided that if he were to find out quickly. She loo)rnd batk, and seeing that those
where the girls were he must proceed directly she had left at the camp were still there, she
toward the trail. Dismounting, he threw the started to investi1?ate the cause of the sound. At
bridle rein over his horse's head, and then started the same moment Black Bill hurried in that direccautiously forward, revolver in hand.
tion. But before Arietta could reach the spot a
"I reckon I ain't goin' ter be took by surprise loud report sounded from the trail below. Hop
this time," he declared, under his breath. "If had exploded his big firecracker. The girl turned
it's anybody that's goin' ter be surprised it'll and ran from the spot, thus !,,aving herself from
be Young Wild West an' his gang. I ain't goin'_ being caught by the leader of the outlaws. Black
ter give nobody a chance to pull a trigger on me, Bill uttered an oath and turned from the spot.
either. I kin shoot somewhat fast, as well as
"Never mind," he muttered. - "I won't try to
Young Wild West kin, an' when I shoot I ain't git any of ther others. That's ther one I want,
goin' ter try to knock a gun out of anybo.d y's an' I'll wait till ther chance comes. I'm goin' _
hand; I'm goin\..ter try ter kill."
ter git her, just as sure as my name are Black
The counti·y was well wooded right there, and Bill."
it could not have suited the villain any be+ter
if he had mapped the whole thing out himself.
He moved forward in a stealthy manner, anrl Jn •
CHAPTER VI.-The Outlaws Make Tlreir
a very short time he came to a pla.:-:~ f10m which
Escape.
he could peer through the scatternd trees and
<;e,i the spot where the Chinaman had unloaded
1t must be said that Jim Dart was not keeping
the pack-horses. It happened that it w<ts just as good a watch as he should have been, or Black
a<;; that moment that thEl candle Hop had glven Bill would never have led the horses away. But
Lang exploded. Though somewhat -:;urp!'ised at the fact was that Jim did not dream of such a
the occurrence Black Bill did not become thing as that being tried. The two cowboys
alarmed.
were lying so they could keep their eyes on what
"I wonder what that was for?" he thought. was below all the time, and the boy simply lay
"Looks as though ther heathen played a trick quiet and took things easy. But when Hop came
on that galoot. That's Lang. I feel jest _like up, ready to stir the vilains up, Jim Dart was
takin' a shot at him, but I won't, though. There's all attention, as were the cowboys. Young Wild
them three gals there."
West and Cheyenne Charlie _were with the clever
He crouched in the bushes, and when Young Chinee, and everyone was expecting something
Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie and the otheJJ exciting, if not humorous to happen. Hop waited
cowboy, who was at leisure just then, came has- until our hero told him to go ahead, and then
tening to see what the trouble was, he waited he coolly lighted the fuse of the big home-made
and listened. Black Bill was quite close en6Ugh cracker with his cigar. He was squatting withtJ hear everything that was said, and when he in a few feet of the edge of the bank, and in
heard 't he Chinaman ElXplain that he had simply order to know just where he should throw the
played a joke on the man he gave a low chuckle. cracker he must rise and take a quick look. This
"I'll be ther next one to play a joke on 'em, he did, for Hop was never afraid to take the risk
I reckon," he muttered. "Jest wait."
of getting a bullet. But no 9hots were fired, and
Then he listened, and heard Hop declare that down went the cracker.
he was i-eady to go and stir up the outlaws.
.Bang! It exploded with a loud report, and
Enough was said to let the villain know all about our friends listened for the excited shouts of the
what was contemplated. Pretty soon all handr1 outlaws. But none came to their ears. Wild
left the spot, with the exception of the three gi1·ls quickly ran to the bank and peered over. ' The
and Wing, the cook. Then it was that Black Bill smoke was rising from the spot where the cracker
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haJ exploded, but that was about all he could
see that had not been there the last time he
looked. Tl,e boy shot a quick glance over the
entire scene below. Then it was that he noticed
that the horses of Black Bill and his men were
no longer there. It occurred to him right away
that the outlaws had outwitted them.
"Boys," said he, coolly rising to his feaj;, "I
reckon Hop wasted that firecracker. The galoots
have skipped out I They have vamoosed right
before the eyes of some of you."
"What!" cried Jim Dart, looking amazed.~How
could they do that, Wild, when we were watching
down there all the time?"
"I don't know just how .they did it, Jim; but
they certainly are not there now. That means
that they must have got away right while you
were watching them. I suppose they kept well
behind the rocks and crept away, but how they
managed to take the horses is somewhat of a
puzzle to me."
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
as he took a good look and saw that the horses
of the outlaws were no longer there. "That's
what I calls mighty clever of ther galoots. That
Black Bill is sartinly a smart one."
"That's the second time he's got away, Charlie,"
V'i'ild retorted. "But I reckon if we get him again
it will be different. As you say, he's a mighty
clever galoot." "'What are yer goin' ter do now, Wild?" and
the scout lboked at the boy inquiringly.
'·Well, I've been thinking that about the best
thing we can do is to stay right where we are,"
was the rather unexpected reply.
""Stay right where we are!"
"Yes; Black Bill is so anxious to get us
the chances are he won't go very far. I think
If we stay right here he will be coming around
to try and get a shot at us."
"Well I reckon you know best."
The cowboys who heard what the young deadshot said did not seem to think it a very good
plan to stay there. But they said nothing just
then. Wild looked a round for a spot to descend
to the cut below, and finding a way to get down
he was not long in doing it. He went fearlessly,
for he was quite sure that there was no one
there. He soon found this to be right, but how
long the villains had been gone he did not know.
Once down there, it was quite easy for him to
see how it had been possible for them to make
their escape. Still, they must have been very
cleveT and cautious in their movements in order
to do it.
"I don't believe they have gone as far as a
mile away," he thought. "'\-Veil, I'll go back to the
camp and we will wait a while and see what turns
up. If we don't see anything of them by noon,
I reckon we had. better take their trail."
He soon climbed up to the high ground above,
and then walking over to the camp, he said:
'·Well, boys, I 1·eckon it will be a good idea
to keep a pretty sharp watch. One or two of
you might take a ride around and look for some
signs of the galoots."
Two of the cowboys at once showed their
eagerness to do this, so Wild told them to go
ahead. They mounted their horses and were soon
riding away in the direction they thought the
villains might h!l.ve taken.
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"This is what I call putty tough luck," observed
Lang, the leader of the cowboys. "I thought
sure we had 'em this time."
"So did I," our hero admitted. "It seems as
though Black Bill is as slippery as an eel. He
has got away from me twice now, but the third
time it will be different. You mark my words
for that. I am going to get him alive, too."
"Well, I don't know as it will make much differenc~ about that," Lang retorted, shaking his
head. "Ther four of us made up our minds
that we was goin' to hang him if we caught him,
so what's ther difference if he dies by a bullet."
"Well, I reckon you won't l!ang him if I take
him alive," Wild answered, coolly. "From what
you said, King Pin Hollow is not so very far
from here, so we'll take h4m there. But we'll
wait until we get him before we talk about it."
Lang shrugged his shoulders and gave in to
the boy's judgment. , It was a little while later
that the two men who had gone out to look for
the outlaws came riding back.
"Black Bill and his gang has gone up ther side
of ther mountain," said one of them, as he
brought his horse to a halt. "We didn't see
'em, but we found ther trail. We thought we had
better come back an' tell yer, Young Wild West."
"All right, vVild answered. "If that's the case,
I suppose some of us may as well go after them.
It is likely they will try to ambush us again, so
I think we had better go around ·and try to get
behind them, the same as we did before. Four
of us will be enough to go, ~ you two fellows
can accompany Cheyenne Ch~ie and me."
The cowboys were more than willing, and a few
minutes later the four were riding through the
woods in the .direction the outlaws had taken.

CHAPTER VIL-Arietta Is Caught.
When Black Bill gave up the idea of trying to
capture Arietta he quickly made his way back to
where he had left his horse. Knowing the direction hi;; comrades would have to take, he rode
off through the woods and headed for the trail
at a point further along. When he reached it
he found them waiting there, as ·though · undecided what to do. The fact was that being unable to find their leader, they had decided to wait.
there a few minutes. They had done just the
right thing, and when Black Bill saw them, he
called out, softly: ·
"Come on, boys. I reckon we'll head for ther
slope back there. We won't go so very far, 'cause
I've made up my mind to ketch a gal they've
got with 'em, an' I'm goin' ter do it, too. She's
a mighty purty gal, an' she's Young Wild West's
sweetheart. That's why I want to git her. But
how did yer make out? I see yer got away without them k"1lowin' anything about it."
"Yes, we managed to do that all right," Fisher
answerll(i, for he was always the first one to
make a reply, it seemed. "It wasn't such a hard
thing to do, after all."
-"No; I reckon it wasn't. Ther worst thing .
about it was gittin' ther horses away, but that
worked mighty good. All's I had to do was to
lead ther one we had tied, an' ther rest come
right along at a walk. We've got mighty good
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"All right, Bill."
horses, boys, an' we oughter be glad of it. They
Fishe1· se·emed to be very meek now, and Black
know jest what to do."
The portion of the country where they were Bill no doubt felt that he had completely maswas full of holes and hollows, with patc;hes of tered him. But as clever as he ,~as Black Bill
timber and bushes scattered about in profusion. could be deceived, as the sequel will prove. The
This made it quite easy for them to proceed with- fact -was that Fisher was the only one of the
out running the chances of being observed by ruffians who had a spark of pity for the girls
· Young Wild West and his friends. Having de- in his breast. Bad as he was, he did not mean
cided to go to the steep side of -the mountains, to see the girl harmed, provided Bill succeeded
which loomed up before them, Black Bill rode in making her a captive. The villains i-ode on .
on at the head of the gang. Though the country in silence for a few minutes, and then they came
was somewhat new to them all, they felt that to a spot where the ravine broa9ened and graduthere were plenty of hiding places there and that ally ran upward until'it lost itself upon a gentle
., thl:\Y would be able to find a spot where they slope of the mountainside. The ground was
might remain in seclusion until they got ready thickly wooded here, and as they neared the
to leave it. When they were perhaps a rpile end of the narrow defile Black Bill selected / a
from the spot where our friends were camped spot to the right that he thought would just
they struck a narrow ravine that came so close suit them for a place to make their temporary
together at the top that in many places the headquarters.
"We'll stop right here, boys," he said, as he
branches of the trees met from either side.
"I reckon this would be a mighty. good place dismounted. "Then I'm goin' ter go back an'
to lay for Young Wild West," Fisher observed. git that gal. I'm goin' ter do it alone, so none
"I · s'pose you're bent on gittin' him, Bill?"
of yer will git ther blame of it, if there's any"Bent on gittin' him!" exclaimed the villain, one left to lay any blame. You fellers kin stay
sharply. "Well, I rather reckon so. We're goin' right here. ,If I git ther gal ther chances is
ter git every galoot there is there. Don't yer that Young Wild West will come after me, an'
know that if we're caught now we'll all be hung? if he does it's ·up ter you to open fire on him.
I've done one murder, so I reckon I won't be no I reckon you understand that. Yer all know as
well as 1 do that it won't do to let any of that
worse off for doin' some more."
"But you don't mean to kill ther gals, too, do gang stay alive, not if we're to git away."
"We'll make short work of 'em, if they hapyou, Bill?" spoke up one of 1he others. '
"What do I care about ther gals," was the pen to come along, Bill," Fisher declared, ·while
reply. "Of course I've sorter took a notion to the rest quickly joined in.
one of 'em, but that don't say that she's goin'
"All right, then. I'm goin' · ter go back; but
ter live, so she kin git, me hung, does it? She I'm goin' by a little diffe1·ent way than what we
She's
anyhow.
away,
ain't to be killed, not right
come. I'll do my best to lead Young Wild West
goin' ter be Mrs. Black Bill, boys. How does that an' his gang here. Then you kin do ther rest."
sound?"
So saying, the villain to'Ok his horse by the
"Good!" came the reply from all hands, except bridle rein and started up the slope. The fact
Fisher.
was that Black Bill had set his villainous heart
He shrugged his shoulders and said:
upon. capturing Arietta. He was ready ~o go
"Well, I don't know how you're goin' ter marry through any kind of danger in order to accomher if theTe ain't no parson around, Bill. I, for plish his purpose. ·But he did not fo!get his
one, don't believe in anything like that. I'm a shrewdness, however. He had come so near getputty bad man, I know. But I ain't for harmin' ting the gfrl a short time before thf!-t he felt
that gal, or any otheT gal. I never was built he would make no mistake riow. Once at the top
that way, an' I ain't comin' to it now."
of the hill, he mounted, and riding off for a couple
"See here!" exclaimed the leader, flashing a of hundred yards to the left, he turned and went
glance at the man that told plainly how angry along parallel with the ravine. ·He knew very
he was. "Fisher, don't you go to <loin' anythinf well that the tracks of their horses could easily
ag'in what I say. Don't yer do it, do yer hear.
be seen, so if Young Wild West had struck the
I reckon vou know what kind of a galoot I am. the trail he would not meet him by coming his
You said. you was goin' ter stick to me, ther way. Black Bill did not let his horse go at
same as ther rest did. Now then, gal or no gal, a very fast pace. He felt that he had plenty
I want yer to do it. If you don't, me an' you is · of time. When about halfway to the camp of
goin' ter have trouble. I reckon you know who'll our friends, he came to a rather high elevation,
and halting here he dismounted and quickly
come out alive if that happens."
"Well, Bill, I was only expressin' my opinion, climbed a ti-ee. He was scarcely halfway up when
that's all," was the retort. "I can't help sayin'
he got sight of four _horsemen riding along the
that I'm ag'in doin' harm to them gals. You trail he and his villainous companions had made
kin/ catch one of 'em, if yer want ter, but she but a short time before. They were Young Wild
mustn't be harmed. Be a little reasonable, Bill." West, Cheyenne Charlie and the two cowboys,
.
"Shet up!" roared the scoundrel, making a move as might be supposed.
as though he meant to pull a gun. "I don't
"That's putty good!" he exclaimed, as his eyes
want to hear another word like that out of yer, gleamed with satisfaction. "There's half of 'em,
anyhow. If they keep right on goin' as they ·
Fisher."
"All right. I'm done," was the meek reply. are, they'll sartinly git their medicine. Now then,
"You're boss, so you kin go ahead and do jest I reckon it'll be a little easier for me to git ther
gal."
as you like. I won't say a word."·
Down the tree he went, and quickly mounting
"But I want you to do your part-of ther game,
his horse, he rode on. In a co1:.t>ple of minutes
too, understand that7"
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he reached the trail he had helped make but

a short time before. Then it was that he suddenly heard the sounds of approaching hoofs.
The quick ears of the villain told him that
someone else was coming. Quickly he rode behind
a clump of bushes, and then waited. The next
moment he gave a start, fo1~ who should he see
riding . along but the very girl he was so anxious
to capture. Arietta had taken a sudden notion
to follow Wild and the others, and, a s she always
did, she had her way about it. The· gid came
riding along at a canter, not suspecting that
danger lurked so near her. Black Bill quickly
prepared himself for what was to come. His
lariat was ready, and dropping swiftly .from the
back of his horse he stood behind a clump of
bushes, ready to rope the girl a s she came along.
He was so close to her when she anived opposite him, that all he had to do was to simply
let the loop go over her head. A quick jerk
brought her from the saddle in a twinkling, and
before she could realize what had happened he
sprang upon her, revolver in hand. Arietta uttered one sharp scream for help, and then the
villain thrust the muzzle of the weapon against
her face.
"Do that again an' I'll kill yer ! " he hissed.
"Gal, I'm a desperate man. I wouldn't think no
more of shootin' yer than I would Young Wild
West. I want yer, so jest keep quiet."
Arietta was never more frightened in her life
than she was at that moment. One look at the
villainous face told her that she was in the power
of a fiend. But trained to all sorts of dangers,
as she was, she partly recovered herself quickly.
· "Let me gQ, you scoundrel!" she exclaimed.
"You will suffer for this."
"Maybe I will, gal," was the reply, while a
cruel smile showed upon the villain's face. "But
I wanted yer, an' I've got yer. You're goin'
ter be my bride, -gal. Young Wild West an'
ther rest of 'em is goin' ter be made short work
of; but you're goin' ter be my bride. You hear
what I say?"
"Never!" cried the girl. ·"You human fiend,
_you; let me go."
"Shet up! Don't you dare to yell out as loud
as that again. If you do I'll change my mind
about makin' yer my bride an' kill yer."
"Kill me, then!" cried the girl, a s she made a
desperate struggle to free herself.
"Well, I don't want to do that, if I kin help
it."
The rope had pinned her right arm to her
side, so A.Tietta was quickly bound so she was in
a helpless state. Her horse had gone on but
a short distance, for the animal was so well trained that the moment its rider fell from the saddle
it slack.ened down to a halt. Having rendered
the girl powerless, Black Bill got the horse. Then
he lifted her into the saddle and coolly proceeded
to tie her so it would,_ be impossible for her to
fall to the ground.
"You'll ride right along on your own horse,
gal," he said, with a chuckle. "I'll see ter it
that yer don't slip off, too. I'm a putty good
hand at this kind of work, I reckon." ·
Arietta said nothing just then. But she meant
to make herself heard, as soon as the villain
st_arted to take her away fl•om the spot. Black
Bill was not long in arranging things to his sat-
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i:::faction. Then he slipped the noose of a long
lariat through a ring of the bridle of Arietta's
horse, and taking the other end, he coolly mounted his own horse, making it fa st to the horn of
his saddle.
"Now then, gal, you have got to go jest where
I lead/' he called out. "If you open your mouth
to yell out I'm goin' ter tak,a a shot at you.
Maybe I won't hit yer ther first time; but if yer
yell again I might do it ther next. You're goin'
ter be ther bride of Black Bill, ther outlaw.
There ain't no use in tryin' to do anything different, so yer might as well make up your mind
ter it. Young Wild West has got to die, an' so
has 'ther rest of his gang. You're ther only one
as kin be saved, so ye1· ought to be mighty,thankful for that, gal."
Then the villain started his horse forward, and
unmindful of the threat h~ had made, Arietta
raised her voice in a cry for help, calling out
her dashing young lover's name as she did so.

CHAPTER VIII.-Charlie Does Some Effective
Work.
Young Wild West must have been easily half
a mile away from Arietta when she uttered that
loud cry for help. It came to his ears quitt'
plainly, and he recognized the voice instantly.
"Sbmething is wrong, boys!" he exclaimed, his "Arietta is in
face turning slightly pale.
trouble."
"I reckon that's what's ther matter, Wild,''
Cheyenne Charlie retorted, quickly. "She must
have started to foller us, an' she's met some of
tliem galoots. That's what I think."
Our hero scarcely heard the last the scout
said, for he whirled his ho1·se suddenly and was
dashing away like the wind before the cowboys
comprehended what it meant.
"You go right on, Charlie," Wild called out.
"It's a plain trail you are following, and the
chances are that you will find the galoots not
far away."
"All right," the scout retorted, and though he
had turned his horse to follow the boy, he halted
and then swung around again.
"Come on, boys,'' he said. "I reckon Wild
knows what he's doin'."
The two cowboys were willing to do anything
that was suggested just then. The cry the girl
had uttered still rang in their ears, and they
felt that surely Black Bill and his men were responsible for it. If they could only catch the
vill a ins and p1_1nish them a s they deserved, they
would feel satisfied. On rode Cheyenne Charlie,
the two men following close behind him. They
had put their horses to a gallop now, and as the
hoofprints were plainly visible, there could be no
possible mistake about it. They rode on and soon
came to the nanow ravine.
"Keep a sharp watch, boys,'' advi sed the scout,
as he leaned forward and watched for the hoofprints. "Ther minute yer see where them hoofprints turn off one way or ther other, or st"P
entirely, I want yer to stop mighty quick. We
ain't goin' ter git in no ambush, not- if I kin
help it."
"All rii!:ht." was the reolv.
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As they neared the end of the ravine, and to creep alopg ,throu gh the bu sh es. He was so
saw that it widened out, the hoofprints were still clever at this sort of t hing that he made no
But something occurred to noise whatever, and scarcely caused a · bush to
plainly visible.
Charlie that there was danger close by, so he move. But he made pretty fast progress, just
held up his hands for the two behind him to the same. In less than a minute he was able
slacken pace. Then it was that the scout's quick to hear the cracking of a twig now and then.
eye caught sight of a man's head and shoulders which told him plainly that the man was coming
just as he disappeared behind a rock on the right on. Charlie continu ed crawling until he
right, and about a hundred yards ahead of them. was convinced that he was n ot more than fo rty
"Ah!" he exclaimed. "I reckon we've found or fifty feet from the villain, and t hen he dropped
'em, boys. Come this way-quick!"
behind a fallen tree and wait ed. It was but a
He swung his ,horse to the left and rode quick- few seconds before t he man came in view. He
ly behind a high b,ank that was covered with was crawling along with wha t h e no doubt consmall trees and undergrowth. Once there, Char- sidered a great dea l of caution, and the scout
lie dismounted, the cowboys doing likewise.
could not help smiling at the awkward way he
"Now then," said he, "ride over there among did it. Straight to the fallen t ree the villain
them ;;ocks an' bushes, so we won't be seen by caml), and reaching it, h a lf r aised aild peered in
ther galoots. We'll jest climb up ther bank the direction he must have thought the three
an' take a peep through ther bushes."
horsemen had gone. But he could see nothing,
The cowboys podded, and then he caught hold of. course, for the horses of Ch arlie and the cowof some hanging vines and began ,,climbing up boys were directly under the high bank. ;F'ailin,:
the bank. It did not take him long to reach the to see what he was looking for, the outlaw stepped
top, and once there he had a pretty good view upon the fallen tree, so he migh t reach a higher
of what lay across the open space. Then it was elevation.
It was then that Charlie made a quick grab
that he not only got sight of one man, but two
or three more. There was no doubt but that and caught him by hi s ank les. A sudden jer k
the villains had seen them coming, and that they and the villain came down, head first. B.efor e
were wondering what had caused the three to go he could open his mouth to utter a cry of alarm
around behind the high little ridge that lay . Charlie had him by the thr oat. It was an awfui
opposite them. If Wild had not told Charlie grip the scout had, and he a lmost forgot himself
not to shoot at the villains unless it was really jus~ th_en, for the eyes of the villain bulged,
_ necessary, th~ chances are that he would • have while his tongue protruded from his mouth.
"You jest make one little cry an' it'll be your
opened fire on them right away.
coyot e! " Char lie exclaimed in
But he remembered this, and thinking it best last, you sneakin'
'·
·
to fin,j out all he could about the outlaws before a low tone of voice.
A gurgling gasp was the.response, as he loosenletting them know that ..he saw them, he waited
and watched. The two cowboys .soon joined him, ed hii, awful grip. But the villain had heard
and then they kept their eyes fixed in the dil:ec- and h~ kne_w it. Holdi_ng him with his right hand:
tion the men had been seen. We say had been - Charlie quicjdy took his r evolver from him. Then
seen, for now they wei-e out of sight. B11t their he caught him by the collar of his shirt and half
horses could just be seen behind some branches lifted him . to his _feet , at t h e same time keeping
that swung out before a little cleft in the rocks. the muzzle of his r evolveT pressed against the
·
Charlie knew that as long as the h orses were back of his head.
"Yo·u march right along, you sneakin' coyote!"
there the men would not leave the spot to go
he commanded. " You heard what I said. If you
very far, anyhow. ·
"They're lookin' for us, boys," he said, in a make jest one little cry, so a.s them other galoots
whisper, as he pushed his rifle through the foli- kin hear yer, I'll send a bullet thl'ough your
..-'
age, so it would be ready to fire at an instant's head."
''Mercy!" gasped the villain, who was now as
notice. "Jest keep your eyes open."
Five minutes passed, and then the thl'ee had white as a sheet. "I ain't goin' ter say nothin~. I
the satisfaction of seeing a man crawling away won't cry out. Let me go, won't yer?"
, "When I git rea dy ter let you go, I reckon
in the bushes. Every few feet they could see him,
as he .got where there was anything like an open, yer won't be able to move," wa s the reply. "You
spot. They soon found that he was working his have run your limit, you have. Move right alon g
way around toward them, and that he was bent · now."
on finding out where they had gone. The ridge
The outlaw dared not disobey, for he realized
upon which they were lying ran out nearly that he was very close to death just then. Charlie
straight to the level above, and when they finally marked him back to where he had left the two
saw the outlaw reach that spot, and then start to cowboys, and. when they saw him coming ·with
creep along the top of the little elevation they his prisoner they were surprised, as well as decould not help uttering exclamations of satisfac- lighted.
"I got him," said the scout. "I knowed I could
tion.
"Boys," said Charlie, "I reckon I'll go an' meet do it."
· "Good!" exclaimed one of them. "Did yer a sk
that galoot. "I don't think it's Black Bill, 'cause
he ain't got ther kind of a shirt on that he had. him anything about ther gal?"
"No," and the scout gave a start. "I reckon
But it makes no difference. Wild said they was
ter be took alive, if it could be done, so yer kin he must know, though."
Then, fixing his gaze upon the villain's eyes,
bet your life that I'll git him that way. You
jest wait here, an' unless yer hear a lively time he pulled his revolver around until the muzzle
touched the top of h is nose.
goin' on don't try to interfere."
"Now then," said he, sternly, "l reckon you're
ThP. cowboys nodded, and then the -scout started
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u · yer tell a lie, or
if I ev, r think you're tellin' a lie, I'm goin' ter
pull ther trigger of this gun. You know what
that means."
"Mercy!" gasped the wretched man, his hands
shaking.
"Who went back to. try an' interfere with
anyone at our camp?" Charlie demanded, not noticing what the man said.
"Black Bill went to git one of ther gals,"
came the reply.
"Oh!" Charlie and the cowboys partly understood now.
•
"Which way did he go?" Charlie demanded.
"He went around over that way," and the prisoner nervously pointed in the direction Black Bill
had taken.
"Oh, he did, eh?"
"Yes," answered the man, brightening up a
little, he no doubt thinking that he might save
his life by telling the truth. "He went around
that way jest for ther purpose of gittin' one
of ther gals he'd sorter set his heart on. We
was to lay up there an' wait for yer to come.
Then we was to shoot yer down. Black Bill
wanted ther gal for his wife. But we didn't
like it much, 'cause we don't believe in foolin'
with women or gals."
"Oh, yer don't, eh?" sneered the scout. "I
don't believe that. I think you're bad enough to
do anything. But if Black Bill got ther gal he
was after, I reckon he won't be alive very long,
'cause Young Wild West is hot on his trail."
"I'm awlul sorry · ! ever seen Brack Bill," declared the prisoner, shaking his head. "He's got
us in an awful lot of trouble. We didn't do
nothin'. It was him who killed Bob Jones, an'
stole ther money. "lie didn't even give us any
of ther money. We jest happened to be friends
of his, an' when he rode away we went with
him. I'm an honest man, I am, only I got in bad
company." .
"That's where yer made a mistake, if what yer
say is true. But I don't think an honest man
would do what you've done. Boys, tie him up,"
and the scout turned to the cowboys.
One of them already had a rope ready to do
the job, and_it was not long before the scoundrel
was !!laced m a helpless condition. He pleaded
for his release, but it was in vain.
"What's your name?" asked Charlie, after a
short silence.
"Harvey," was the reply; "John Harvey."
"Well, I don't know as it does me any good
to know it, but I jest want to tell yer John
Harvey, ~hat you're goin' ter have your m;dicine.
We're gom' ter take yer to King Pin Holler an'
then I reckon it won't be long afore you' git
strung up. Even if you didn't kill Bob Jones
you're jest as bad, since you're one of Black
Bill's pards. When they hear about that over
there in ther Holler, I reckon you won't stand
much of a show."
"Let me go, let me go, won't yer?" cried the
man, desperately.
"What for? Wasn't yer sneakin' around '!Jere
to git sigl?t of us, so you could fix it with your
gang to kill us? I reckon if you'd got me, ther
same as I got you, yer wouldn't let me go, would
·
yer?"
to answer me a question.
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This was a little too much for the prisoner,
and he remained silent.
"Of course you wouldn't," went on Charlie
nodding his head dec_g;ively. '!You've got a lot
of nerve to even ask me to let yer go. But 1t
don~t mak~ no difference how much you ask it,
I am't gom' ter do it. Young Wild West is
boss of this here job, an' he says as how we're
to ke_tch tI:er whole gang of yer an' take yer
to Kmg Pm Holler. That's what we're goin'
ter do, unless there's a fight about it. If that
happens I reckon we won't have ther trouble
of takin' yer there. Ye'll leave your carcasses
layin' where they drop, an' ther catamounts and
•
ther carrion birds kin pick your bones."
~h~rlie now turned from the man, and afte1·
thmki1;g for a full minute, he decided on a plan
of act10n. Though he was not as good as Wild
at planning, it occurred to him that it would be
a good idea for him to go on around the way
the man had come and try and catch the rest of
th_e villains n_apping. He had just made up his
mmd to do _this, when he saw two of them moving
toward then· horses. At first Charlie was tempt·
ed. to open ~re on them, but thinking of what
Wild had said, he changed his mind. He saw
the two villains lead the horses back among the
trees, and the next minute he heard the hoofbeats as th ey gallopesJ. away.
"There goes two of 'em, boys," he said, nodding
to the cowboys. "I s'pose they're goin' ter help
but Black Bill. .There must be two of 'em left
so I reckon I'll creep around there an' tend t~
thei1: case. ~ou fellers jest stay here, an' see
te~ it _that this galoot don't git away. I know
hes tied hard -an'. fast,_ but something might
happen that he might git loose if no one was
here with him."
The cowboys a1?reed to this, so Charlie at once
left tlte spot. He did not have to proceed with
any degree of caution just now, since the woods
a!1d bushes .were quite thick at the top of the
ndge. When he left it and started to work his
way around the spot where he knew the villains
must be, then it would be different. Charlie was
n?t long_ in _getting there, and then he brought
his cautwn mto play.· It was easy for him to
approach the place unobserved, and it was not
more than a couple of minutes before he had
reached the spot from which he could look upon
th e two me~ who had remained there. ,One of
them was Fisher, and when Charlie noticed that
he was ~itting in ~ meditative sort of way it
s~ruck h~m. that this man was heartily sick of
his assoc1at100. with }3lack Bill. The other villain
~eem~d to be _wat~hful, and was cautiously lookm~ m tI:e direction the man, who was now a
pnso~er m the hands of the cowboys, had taken.
Charlie knew he ha~ them dead to rights, so
he.,suddenly leaped forward, revolver in hand.
Hold_ up your hands, you sneaking coyotes!'
he exclaimed. "I reckon it's all up with yer."

CHAPTER IX.-Hop Shows Lang How to Play
· "Dlaw Pokee."
Jim Dart had not favored Arietta's going away
from the camp after Wild and those who had
gone on the trail of the outlaws. But b..e knew
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very well she would no~ listen to hi:m, so he
said nothing. After the girl had gone Jim turned
to Lang, the leader of the cowboys, and said:
"I reckon it will be a good idea for some of us
to follow along · after her a little , later. It
wouldn't do to go right away, for if she should
happen to !>ee anyone coming. she woul1 not like
it. Arietta is a wonderful girl. She 1s full of
grit and she can put up a fight as well as anyone.' I suppose she has got it in her head that
Wild is running into danger. She often makes
such moves as this."
"She is what I call one girl out of a thousand " Lang retorted. "I'll bet she will give a
gooa' account of herself if she happens to git
in trouble."
"Missee Alietta allee samee shootee velly
muchee stlaight, so be," spoke up Hop, who wos
taking in what was being said. "Me waitee
'boutee half an hour and len me foolee Missee
Alietta. Maybe me comee 'long in timee to makee
.
.
·
lillee helpee."
Jim Dart nodded at what the Chmaman said.
"-All right, Hop," he remarked. "I reckon that
will be a good idea. You can set out on Arietta's
trail in about half an hour, if you feel like it."
"Allee light, Misler Jim. Me gottee plenty
timee, so be. Maybe Misler Lang wantee me
showee some magic tlicks, so be."
"I'll tell yer what I would like to have yer
show me, Hop," the cowboy spoke up.
"Whattee lat?" and the clever Chinaman looked
at him curiously.
"Well, Cheyenne Charlie said as how you could
beat ther man what made ther cards playin'
poker. S'pose yer show me how yer do it."
- "If me showee you, you no knowee· how to do
it," Hop declared, shaking his head and smiling.
"I wouldn't, eh? You don't think I'm as thick
as that, do yer? I reckon when I'm showed a
•
thing once I knows h-0w ter do it."
"Allee light; me showee you."
Hop quickly produced a pack of cards, anq
leading the way to the fallen tree that was
close by, sat down astride, and motioned Lang
to take his place opposite him.
"Now Jen," he said, "me showee you allee
'boutee. You watchee."
He shuffled the cards thoroughly, while the
cowboy watched every move he made. Lang'~
partner was there, too, for he was just as interested• as anyone. When Hop had finished
shuffling the , cards he laid the pack on the tree
trunk and invited Lang to cut them. This the
cowboy did, and then Hop dealt the cards, a hand
for the cowboy and one for himself. · Lang looked
at his hand and found that he held two kings,
with some side cards that did not amount to anything.
"How many cards you wantee?" Hop asked.
"Three," was the reply.
"Allee light. Me givee you um cards flom um
top of um pack, to be. You watchee."
Lansr watched, all right, and he was satisfied
that Hop did just as he said he would. But
when he picked up the three cards he found that
two of them were kings, thus making him hold
11 very good hand, for it takes four aces to beat
·
four kings.
"Me takee one card, so be," Hop observed, as
b.e "milM blandly at the cowboy.

Then- he made the discard and took the top
card from the pack.
"I reckon if this was a 1·eal game of poker
l'd sorter do some bettin'," observed Lang, grinning and looking wise.
Hop shook his head.
"¥ ou be allee samee velly muchee foolish if
you bettee much," he said.
"Maybe I would; but olamed if ·1 wouldn't go
/
ther limit on ther cards I hold."
"Whattee you gottee, Misler Lang?"
"Four kings," was the quick reply.
"Ley no goodee; me allee samee gottee four
lillee aces."
"Great ginger!" gasped the cowboy, as Hop
showed his hand. "That's putty good. I might
have knowed it, though. But say! you was goin'
ter show how yer do that."
"Me showee you allee light. You watchee when
me allee samee ma.kee um deal."
"Yes, I watched yer, but I didn't see- yer do
nothin' wrong."
"Me no do anytling long, so be; me do evelytling allee "light." '
"Well, maybe yer did, in your way of thinkin'.
.
But ho\ did yer do it?"
"Me allee samee showee you some more, so be "
'
replied Hop. "Now Jen, you watchee."
Then he gathered up the cards, and holding
them within two feet of the man's face he..._proceeded to shuffle them. Next he laid the pack
on the log and invited the cowboy to make the
cut. Though he J:iad not seen . him do anything
out of the way, Lang knew, of course, that the
clever Chinaman must have arranged"the cards
so he could deal them out as he liked. Befol'e he
had cut the pack in the middle, but now he simpl7. 1·emoved three or four cards from the top.
'There yer are!" he exclaimed; that's my cut.
Now go ahead an' deal from ther top of ther
·
pack.!'
"Allee light," Hop retorted, blandly. "You
watchee."
He certainly dealt the cards from the top of
the pack, but Lang had failed to notice that m
pirking them up, Hop had put them back juct
as they had been before th() cut was made. ·But
that was due to the, wonderful cleverness of t.he
Chinaman. His hands were much quicker than
the eyes of either of the cowboys, who were
watching him so closely. The two hantl~ were
dealt, Lang allowed his to remain upon the log
until the last one had been dropped thera. Then
he gathered up the cards and took a look at them.
Much to his surprise, he found himself the possessor of four kings and a ten-spot.
"Thunder!" he exclaimed. "Hop, you've given
·
me a mighty god'd_ hand again."
"Lat allee light," was the reply. "You watchee
. me, so maybe you Jmowee how me givee you wn
cards, so be."
"Yes, I watched yer, an' I seen yer deal ther
cards from ther top of ther pack, all right. I
reckon I'll stand pat this time."
1
Me see how many cards me
' Allee light.
~antee."
HO!) looked his hand over, and then promptly
threw i.t....down.
"Me aliee samee wantee fivee cards," he declared. "Now len, you watchee me some more.
so be."
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He picked up the deck and dealt off four _cards
in success, turning them face up as he did so.
·when the cowboys saw they were all aces they
were more than surprised. The fifth card did
not amount to anything, so I{f>p did not bother
to turn it-up.
"Now len you· knowee how me allee samee
gettee um g~odee hand, so be, Misler Lang. Me
showee yoii velly muchee plainee."
"Blamed if I think there's anything plain about
that," spoke up the other cowboy, shaking his .
head.
"\Vell, he done it 1·ight afore our eyes," Lang
answered, quickly.
"Yes, but we didn't see how he got ther cards
together, did we?"
"You watchee me allee timee," said Hop, smiling at them.
·'Of course we watched yer," Lang retorted.
"But 'what I wanted yer to show me was how
yei· mal!l.aged to get ther cards together like that."
"Allee light. Me makee allee same more deal,
so be. you watchee."
Hop went over the performance again, only
this time he did not give the cowboy a pair.
. "How many cards you wantee?" he asked.
Lang thought a moment, and deciding that he
,/ would try and work a scheme to catch him, he
said:
"I'll take three this time."
.
He held a kig and queen to d raw to, an d as
Hop started to give him the three cards the
smile on his face broadened. Much to the cowboy's. surprise he · found that he now had a
full hand-th1·ee kings and a pair of queens.
"Thunder!" he gasped.
"Lat allee light," Hop answered, cheerfully.
"Me all~e s~mee takee one card lis timee."
He d1sca1ded and too~ _the card, and th en he.
1o~}rnd at Lang, and s~.~d ·
·
.. Wh_atte~. you go~tee. .
"
. Th1ee kmgs an a pair of queens, was th e
qurc½ reply.
"Ley no goodee; me allre samee gottee four
lillee aces."
_"
"Well, there!" _exclaimed Lang.
I rec~on
you're bound to wm! ~nyhow. But I would hke
to know how yer do it.
.
"Me allee samee showee you thlee . ti~ee, so
b_e. If you no fin dee outee how me. do it !~ thlee
tn~ee, le,~ . m~ no showe~ you some mo~e.
.
.
Well, said Lang, I reckon you re ngh\
And he as kn~ws ~ow to fix cards t_h~t. way, az:is able_ to_ do _1t without anyone seem ~t, hadn t
oughter give it away. But, Hop, you km bet all
Yl?u're wo,rth that I'll never p!ay drawl poker
. w1th you.1
"'Allee light," and Hop put the cards away.
Jim Dart walked over just then, and as Hop
looked at him he noticed that he appeared to be
uneasy.
·
"Hop," said Dart, "I r!lckon it will be a good
tdea for you to strike out 1·ight away. I don't
know what makes me feel that way, but I can't
help thinking that someone is going to get into
trouble, if they have not already done so. You
go on now, and Lang and I will come a little
later."
"Allee light, Misler , Jim," was the reply, and
the clever Chinaman at once went to his horse
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and proceeded to saddle it. He was soon ready
to leave, and as he mounted he called out:
"Me allee samee gottee two, thlee big fireclackers, Misler Jim. Maybe me makee bigee
blowee-up, if me findee um outlaws. Me no 'flaid."
"Well, go ahead; but be careful you don't get
shot, that's all."
"Me no git.tee shot. Hip hi! Hoolay!"
Then the Chinaman 1·ode off at a gallop, following the direction that had been taken by Arietta.
When he had been gone about ten minutes Jim
and Lang mounted their horses, and leaving the ·
camp in charge of the other cowboy, they set
out.
CHAPTER X.-Young Wild West's Reckless
· Ride.
.
Young Wild West had located the direction the
cry for help from his sweetheart had sounded.
It was oil' to the right of the trail they had been
following, and as he dashed away from Charlie
and the two cowboys it occurred to him that in
all probability not more than one or two of the
villains had come back for the purpose of watching for pursuit, and that they had got the gi1J
If such was the case they would surely ride pn
to join their companions. The boy was one who
could think quickly and for-m a plan of action.
He decided instant½(_ to make a short cut, so
if what he thought was .right, he might intercept
th
h h d
d A · tt
H h
h
ose w O a capture · ne a.
es ot a asty
glance in the direction he proposed to go, and
pic'king out a sort of path that looked as though
a horse might manage to get ·up it to the higher
ground above, he urged the sorrel forward..
"Up with you, Spitfire!" he called out. "Arietta
is in peril and we must save her!. On, boy, on!"
Thi) sorrel stallion responded with a neigh
whidi. told plainly that he knew that something
desperate was required of him. But Wild was
only halfway up the ascent when he found that
he was riding over what wai, really dangerous
ground. But he knew his noble horse was surefooted, so he kept on. If there happened to be a
boulder in the way the sorrel leaped over it without any urging, and when they came to a crevice
it was the same. The noble horse kept up a:
fast pace, notwithstanding the difficulties he met
with. Wild had picked out his course, and he
meant to follow it as nearly· as he possibly could.
When he had covered perhaps three hundred
yards he realized that it was a very reckless ride
he was taking. But it was· too late to turn back
now. If he did that he would surely ·lose time.
"There's only one thing about it," he mutteretl .
"I've got to keep right on now. The chances
are that it will be better further on. But if it
isn't I'll go on, anyhow. I've got a horse I can
depend upon, and that means a whole lot. On
with you, Spitfire."
Again the sorrel responded with a neigh, and
,vith a mighty leap he cleared a big rock that
would have seemed impossible, almost for a horse
to do.
Our hero had 1·eached the top of the
rise now, and as he shot a . glance ahead of him
he got sight of two horses going at top speed
along a level stretch of ground. The boy gave
a start. It was Black Bill riding furiously, and
leading Arietta's horse behind him. 'rhat the

-
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girl was tied to the horse, Wild could see at a
glance. But it was not much of a look he had
at them, for they quickly disappeared behind a
patch of woods. But the dashing young deadshot had marked well the direction they were going, and heedless of the fact that the gentle slope
before him was covered with rocks, hills and
hollows, he dashed along at a mad gallop. The
boy knew well that not one out of a thousand
would have undertaken to ride down that slope
at such a speed.
If the sorrel should stumble it meant almost
certain <leath to him, for he would be thrown
and it would be a miracle if he missed striking
some of the jagged rocks. The noble animal
galloped on down, and it was with a sigh of relief
that our hero reached the foot of the slope. Then,
for a distance of probably a hundred yards, he
saw a level stretch.
"Over with you, Spitfire!" he called out, at the
same time giving a pull upon the bridle rein.
Crash! The noble animal tore through the
fringe of bushes, and then gathered his muscles
for a I:'1 ,ghty leap. Up he arose, and-- Thud!
His front hoofs struck the ground upon the other
side of the chasm squarely, though the hind ones
just missed doing it. Wild struck the animal upon the flank with the flat of his hand; there was
a desperate scramble, and then Spitfire was up
and away.
·
"That was a mighty close call," the boy muttered, knitting hi. brows. "Few horses could
have made that leap, especially by coming upon
it so suddenly. But there are no horses l~ke
Spitfire; he is the king of them all.
With dilated nostrils and ea r s thrown back,
the sor rel galloped ove r the rocky ground. Wild
knew that he must be g a inin r- rap; d1y upon Blac k
Bill, for he was riding at an angle, and that
meant tha t he might be able to head him off before he reached his friends. Crack, crack! T wo
sharp reports rang out not very far a way, and
then it was that the young deadshot gave a nod.
"I reckon Charlie and the cowboys are doing
something-," he thought. "Well, it will be all
right."
.
He had scarcely gi~en vent t? these th oug~ts_
when_ he saw anoth~I chas~ r ig~t before ~im.
But 1t was not nearly a s wi~e a s the oth er• . so
the sorrel made _the leap easily. Then dashmg
through some thick bushes the horse once more
reached a comparatively level stretch. It was
then that our hero again caught sight of his
sweetheart, He was surprlsed to see that Black
Bill had been joined by two others now. The
three villains were riding along wha appeared
to be a trail now, and in order to get to this
Wild saw that he had a very bad piece of ground
to cover. Changing the course of Spitfire a
trifle, he sent him over the rocks and through
the bushes. The sure-footed animal never once
faltered. Over the bad stretch the steed galloped, and just a s Wild felt that the worst part
of his reckless ride was done with sounds of
rippling water came to his ears. Then, almost
before he had a chance to realize it, the sorrel
was upon a rock that overhung a babbling brook.
It was not a very wide space that had to be
cleared, but on· the other side there was anything
but a good footing. At that moment Arietta
turned and saw her dashing young lover coming

to the rescue. With a mighty leap the gallant
sorrel cleared the brook. Arietta gave a cry of
joy, while the outlaws urged their horses to a
faster gait.
· .__c:,_,
"I'm coming, Et!" Wild shouted.
Black Bill, who was leading the girl's horse,
turned in the· saddle as our hero's words rang
out. Instantly his hands sought his revolver, and
the next instant he had drawn it and was in the
act of firing. Wild was now within two hundred
feet of them, and he knew that if he ·was hit it
would be more by chance than , anything else.
But he ducked his head as the report rang out.
He .could hear the hum of the bullet as it sped
within a few feet of him.
"You try that agin, you scoundrel, and I'll
show you'how I can shoot," he called out, sharply. "~et go that rope."
"Never!" came the defiant shout. "Ther gal's
goin' ter be mine. You're doomed to die, Young
Wild West!"
·
•
Crack, crack! The two villains who had left
the camp to follow their leader both fired. Wild
did not hear eithe1· of the bullets sing, so he
knew they must have shot short of the mark.
But he realized that something had to be d ·
now, He was gaining rapidly on the scoundrels,
and it would be easy for him to pick them off.
As one of them was in the act of firing another
shot he drew a quick bead on him and pulled
the trigger of his revolver. Crack! The outlaw droP.ped his weapon and thr ew up hi s hands,
clutching wildly at the empty air. Then he
slid from the back of the horse and struck the
gr ound, rolling over and over. Crack, crack!
Black Bill and the other villain each fired. Wild
did not want to shoot Black Bill; he wanted to
take him a live::- But it would not be safe to
t r y to catch both of them. There was no help
for it, so a s Black Bill's companion was in the
act of taking another shot at him, , Wild leveled
his revolver and again pulled the trigger,
Crack! That report sounded in a spiteful way,
it seemed, thi s time, and without making an outC"f the villain fell hea vily to the ground.
"That's the way, Wild!" Arietta called out, for
the girl now felt sure of a speedy release. "They
had a chance to save themselves by letting me
go; but they would not do it. Black Bill must
go next. He :rs-a scoundrel Wild."
'

1
"Shet up, . gal ."
roared . the human fien~, as
he swung hi s revolver around and leveled 1t at
her. "You saY: another word an' I'll shoot__ you."
"Cra~k! Wild was _not more_ tha1'. fifty feet
from hu!l now, and with. unerrmg ail!! he sent
a bullet mto ~he ·man's wnst. ~lack Bill uttered
a cry of palll and dropped his revolver.
"I'll have you in a minute!" our hero called
out, in his cool and easy way. The face of the
villain became distorted with passion. A demon
lurked in his eyes at that moment, and though
he must have known that his time on earth was
very short, his left hand slipped to the holster
at that side of him and grabbed his remaining
revolver. He looked back and saw that our hero
wa.3 the only one in pursuit of him, Wild knew
what the glance meant very we11; but he did not
intend to let Black Bill take another shot. As
the villain looked at the dashing young boy,
he must have been struck with the idea that it
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would be useless, after all. He did not raise scout, and Charlie's bullet found - its billet. As
Fisher saw his companion drop to the ground
the revolver.
"You had better stop, Black Bill," Wild called and lay motionless, he shook his head rather
sadly.
·
-out.
"I might git-bung," he said, as though talking
Then it was that the villain dropped the revolver back into the holster. But he quickly drew to himself, "but I reckon I'm goin' ter live longer
a knife instead, and with a quick slash, sev.e red than you did."
The villain's bullet had gone over the scout'§
the 1:ope that was pulling Arietta's horse· after
him. This action was a little unexpected to head, without coming very close to touching him,
both Wild ·a nd Arietta. But the moment she saw and keeping Fisher covered, he stepped over to
that she was no longer being led along as a him and coo-Jly took from him ~ weapons.
"I reckon you're a sort of sensible galoot," he
p1:isoner, the girl called out sharply for the horse
to stop. Wild was very close to her now, and obse1·ved( as he gave a nod.
the girl's action compelled him to slacken the
"I'd rather be alive than dead, any time," desped of the sorrel, fo1· it happened that tlle path clared Fisher.
at that spot was very narrow. Black Bill uttered
"'~ell, I 1·eckon you won't be alive so_very long,
a cry of satisfaction, and being no longer handiso don't count much on that," and Charlie calmly
capped by the horse he 'had been leding, he proceeded to tie his hand behind him.
started ahead at renewed speed. Wild could not
Having done this, he ordered the man ,to rehelp pausing Jong enough to cut the bohds that main right where he was, and then he clambered
held his sweetheart's hands behind her back. But upon a liigh rock and called out to the cowboys
the moment he · had done this he darted forward to get the horses and come on over.
again· in pursuit of Black Bill. Arietta quickly
"Fetch ther prisoner along with yer," he added.
, recovered from . the effects of the fright the
An answering shout came back, and then it
villain had given her, and seizing the_ bridle was not long before the two men appeared. One
rein of her horse she started after her dashing of them led J the scout's horse, to which the prisyoung lover.
oner had been tied, and when Charlie saw this But he had disappea1·ed from her view now, he gave a nod of satisfaction. When they got
since there was a turn in the p'ath Black Bill to him he pointed to the second prisoner he had
bad takeri right .there. As she rounded this she made and said:
,
saw Wild riding swiftly after the scoundrPl, who
"Here's another of 'em, boys. There's one dead
was probably two hundred feet in the ·le:irl.
one behind that three over there. Jest git that
" Wild wm get him, I know!" she exclaimed, galoot off my horse an' put him on one o;f ther
and then she turned her eyes off to the right and three that's here. We'll git ther other feller
saw two riders coming that way. They were on one of 'em, too, an' then we'll go an' see
Jim Dart· and one of the cowboys. The girl wav- how Wild has made out."
ed her hand to them and they waved t~e·r hats
It did not take long to do this, and one of
in return. Then she knew that the:ra was no the cowboys took the halter of the extra horse,
possible chance of Black Bill getti rr( away, for and they all started in the direction the two
Jim and the cowboy were riding to intert:ept outlaws had taken when they left the spot to
him.
join the leader .. They had not gone far, however, when a shot sounded some distance away.
This was followed by another, and then the scout
shrugged his shoulders and exclaimed:
CHAPTER XI.~Conclu,;ion.
"I reckon Wild is at work, boys!"
More shooting was heard, and then all became
As Cheyenne Charlie called upon the two villains to hold up their hands there was a grim still ag-ain. But a couple of minutes later, as
smile playing about his lips. Taken completely they reached an open space, they saw a horseman
by surpri se, tlie outlaws stood as if dumfounded. riding swiftly toward them.
"Blamed if it ain't Hop!" exclaimed the scout.
The fact that one of their number had crept
away to l°'?k for the thre~ horsemen they had "I wonder what brought him here?"
Hop kept right on, and when he met them he
seen coming down the ravme had not returned
yet had caused them no little uneasiness, and to brought his horse to a halt.
"Whattee mattee, Mister Charlie?" he asked,
see Cheyenne Charlie before them was quite
enough to dismay them. One of them was Fisher, while a pleasant smile showed upon his yellow
and when he saw that there was no chance for countenance.
"Did yer see anything of Wild or Arietta,
him he promptry th1·ew up his hands and called
.Hop?" the scout retorted, questionfngly.
·
out:
"Me no see, Misler Charlie," and Hop shook
"l surrender! It's all up. I know tllere .ain't
,
..._,
his head.
no show, so take me."
"Did yer hear ther shootin' ?" /
"You're a fool!" snapped the other man, as
"Yes, me allee samee hear um shootee, 1rnd Jen
he recovered himself and made a quick -leap
behind a tree. "I ain't goin' ter be hung, you me comee light here velly muchee quickee, so
·
.
be."
1
kin bet!"
"You take charge of these two galoots, HO().
As the last words left the lips of
Crackl
the villain he fired a shot at Charlie. But the We want ter find Wild an' Arietta."
"Allee light, Misler Cl1a-r1ie," and Hoo. prompl.l)·
scout was watching him closely, and befo1·e the
echo of the report died away he pressed the dismounted and picked up the lariat that w::is
trigger of his revolver. Crack! The outlaw had hitched to the horses belonging to the outlaws.
Meanwhile, let us see how Young Wild '\\'~ .. ~
exposed his head as he took the shot at the
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is making out. The boy was rapidly gaining up- fire the credit for saving you must be given. He
on Black Bill, and revolver in hand, he watched is a noble horse, Et."
· the scoundrel intently. Black Bill looked back
While they remained there they heard the clatand soon realized that it was a hopeless race he ter of hoofs. They did not know whether or
was making. The sorrel stallion was gaining not it was their friends coming, so they drew
at every bound.
back behind a small group of trees and waited.
"You'll never take me alive!" he hissed. "I'm But soon their minds were set at ease, for
game to ther last, Young Wild West. I killed Cheyenne Charlie and the two cowboys came in
Bob Jones, but I ain't goin' ter hang for it. I sight. Wild uttered a shout, and then Cheyenne
wanted you mighty bad, but I know I ain't Charlie took off his hat and waved it in the air.
got no chance to git yer. You kin shoot too
"Whoopee, whoopee! \Vow, wow! Yip, yip
straight for that. But, jest ther same, I'm goin' yip!"
.
ter try another shot at yer."
It was the old familiar cowboy call that came
Then his left hand· flew upward and his re- from the lips of the scout, and as he repeated
volver cracked. That shot came the nearest to it the cowboys joined in. The three newcruners
Wild of any that had been fired at him, and a were quickly apprised of what had happened,
lock of hair was clipped from the side of his and to say that they were pleased would hardly
head. There was no chance of shooting the man be expressing it. They were just ready to sta1·t .
in the attempt, since his body was directly be- off for the camp, when they heard a shout off
hind the revolver. It had to be done, so the to the right. Then it was that they saw Jim
young deadshot compressed his lips and then fired, and the other cowboy coming. The two bad no
ju~t as Black Bill was about to again press the sooner reached them when Hop came along with
trigger. Crack! As the report rang out the the two prisoners and the extra horse that had
villain threw up both hands and pitched headlong belonged to the outlaws. Then the story of
Young Wild West's Reckless Ride and Arietta's
to the ground.
"I reckon that will be about all," sai<_l. Wild, as Hairbreadth Escape were told to them. Now all
he reined in the sorrel. "My plans were spoiled hands set out for the camp. It was not long
a little. But that villain has proved to be one before they got there, and it is needless to say
of the worst I ever tackled. Twice I thought that Anna and Eloise, as well as the cowboy who
I had him dead to rights, and both times he had remained with them, were more than pleased
got away. But this settles it. It was what with the way things had turned out. But when
might be called a reckless ride that I took in they heard how Wild had rode so recklessly to
the rescue of Arietta they were not a little
order to get him, but I have got him."
The boy did not feel a bit uneasy at having awed. About the middle of the afternoon our
caused the death of the three outlaws. He knew friends rode into the settlement that was called
very well that if he had not shot them they would King Pin Hollow.
Lang told the story of the murder to the vilhave surely got him. He did not have to wait
longer than two or three minutes before Arietta lage judge, and then related what had happened
since.
came into view.
"That beats anything that I ever heard," the
"Did you get him, Wild?" the girl called out,
though she knew very well that he had, or he official declared. "But I've heard tell of Young
Wild West, so I don't doubt a word of ther story.
would not be sitting there at a halt.
"Yes, Et," was the reply. "He came nearly You kin bet ther two galoots will git took care
getting me, too. It was the only chance I had, of, all right."
This about ends our story. Young Wild West
so I shot him dead."
"I am very glad. That scound1·el meant for and his friend s had certainly ha d an exciting
me _a fate worse than death. I consider that I time of it since they met the cowboys, but everything had turned out all right, and the world
had a hairbreadth escape."
was
well rid of the villains who had paid the
"And I consider that I took a mighty reckless
ride in order to save you, Et," the boy replied. penalty of their crimes.
"I don't know as I would care to ride over such
Next week's issue wi)l contain "YOUNG WILD
ground again. If it had not been that Spit- WEST AND
THE COWBOY SPORTS; qr, FUN
fire was so quick I surely would have been dashed AND FIGHTING
ON THE RANGE."
to death. Why, he leaped over chasms and
brooks, and bould_ers and rocks with the greatest
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
of ease, as if he knew it was necessary that I
should find you as quickly as possible. To Spit- we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Magazine.•
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CURRENT NEWS
BEGGAR'S ROLL WAS $10,000
After Samuel Moskowitz, tailor by vocation,
but street beggar by avocation, had testified in
Yorkville Court that he was unable to give hi&
wife the $5 a week awarded to her by the Domestic Relations Court, he was searched and
found to be wearing a money belt containing $10,000. Magistrate Smith ordered him held for investigation. He refused to explain the sou1·ce of
the money. He lives at No. 16 Rivington street,
New York.
J
WALRUS HAD TO OTHACHE
Some years ago a walrus in Behring Sea had
a terrible toothache.
Evidence of the suffering was brought to Seatt le, Wash. , in a shipment of ivory, when a huge
walrus tusk with a high-powered rifle bullet imbedded deep in the hard substance, was found.
The lead apparently had been in the tusk for
many years as several layers of ivory had grown
ridges or rings around it. N aturalists here who
have examined the tusk believe the buUet entered
the head of a young mammal and imbedded itself in the part which later in life emerged from
the head as a t usk.
NEEDLE P RI CK IN WRIST RE SULTE D IN
VERDICT F OR $5,000.
A verdict for $5,000 for disablement of a left
w r ist as t he result of a needle prick, was r e-

turned by a jury in Circuit Judge Rutledge's
court for Mrs. Emma Davis against Thomas W.
Garland, proprietor of a woman's apparel store,
St. Louis, Mo. Mrs. Davis, who sued for $10,000,
claimed that on Sept. 18, 1920, when employed as
a seamstress at the store, she was laying out a
piece of cloth on a table when a needle sticking
up in the table struck her wrist and broke off.
She testified that gangrene set in, and the arm
is permanently disabled.
THE BOWLING GREEN
Bowling Green is an- ancient fair grounds, the
old Dutch market place f or cattle and hogs. It
was a drill ground for soldiers also. It was leased
more than 200 years ago as a "bowling green,"
at an annual i-ental of one peppercorn. Every
schoolboy knows what happened to the statue of
George III, which was set u p on the green. It
was a leaden statue and made excellent bullets
for patriot riflemen.
Fraunces's Tavern, the present home of New
York Chapter S-ons of the Revolution, was first
built as a private residence by the founder of t he
De Laney family, still represented in Manhattan.
Samuel F raunces bought it in 1762 and opened it
as a tavern. It was in this tavern that Washington took leave of his generals after t he Revolution.

ACT QUICK! ·
·get left. Do you know what all the wise .people are do.,
.DON'T
ing? (Here's your chance!) Why, they're getting the bigge~t
bargain ever offered to-a human being! Get in on this - it's a
good tip! The smart people took our advice when we told them
that we were giving a dollar's worth of reading matter for ten
cents. Are you wise? You know what we mean: That little
red book called "Mystery Magazine." It's a wonder! You ought
to read those detective stories. Snappy! So puzzling and interesting you'll go wild· over them. Everybody's talking about
this magazine. Call it great! O nly great authors write for it.
And such stories. · Gee! You ought ·to see them. Grip you. I
tell you, reader, if you miss getting a copy you'll feel sorry when
you finally wake up and discover that -your neighbor beat you to
it. Be sensible. Get one now! The nearest newsdealer has it
in stock. Fall in line with all the wise ones and become a "Mystery" fan. We know yo~'ll enjoy it!
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Charlie, the Chauffeur
-OR-

THE LUCK OF A WORK~G LA:D"
B7 DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)

.

ply. "Let's go down there on that point where
the rocks jut out. We shall get deeper water and
.
better fishing there."
Whether this last was true or not the fishing
was certainly good off the end of the point.
The boys managed to get on top of a big flat
boulder which stood a little way out from shore,
and thei-e for two houi·s they continued to pull in
white and yellow perch until they had landed
more than they could possible carry.
"It's awful hot," exclaimed Joe at last. "Let's
go in swimming, Charlie."
"How well can you swim?" asked Charlie doubtfully. He was a good swimmer himself, but he
had his doubts about Joe.
"How good!" cried Joe. "Why, I can beat any
fellow in Hitica at swimming and diving."
"Oh, of course."
,
"But I can. Honest! You'll see."
"It's ve1·y deep here. I'm dying for a dip. I
propose to go in right off this rock, but I don' t
want to see you get into trouble."
"Nonsense," said Joe, and he began to take off'
his clothes.
The J>oys were soon undressed and Charlie took
a header into the lake, but Joe somehow, did not
seem to be ,in a hurry, and he was standing there
on the rock shivering as some boys will do even
on the hottest summer day when Charlie rose to
the surface and began treading water.
"Why don't you come in?" cried Charlie.'
"Oh, I'm coming," replied Joe. "Say, you're a
bully diver."
"So, so. Careful now. Perhaps you better wade
in off the shore."
That, settled it, for Joe took a clusmy dive,
landing flat on the water and scarcely going under.
Charlie could· scarcely keep a straight face, but
he said nothing, _and Joe sputtering and blowing
out the water he had .s wairowed, .struck out with.
an equally clumsy overhand stroke.
It was a relief to Chal'lie to find that he could
swim at all, for never having heard him talk
swimming before, he had doubted it.
"Swim Y()U to that · isl:hi.d!" he cried, falling
into a graceful side stroke himself.
As he did so, his eyes rested upon that point on
the wooded shore which marked the end of the
road and he saw a roughly dressed man standing
,
there watching them.
"Say, Joe, there's a man over there at the end
of the road!" he cried. "I didn't suppose there
was a soul anywhere around."
"Where? I don't see any one," said Joe, look-·
·
ing back.
"He's gone now. He just pulled back out o.f
sight. I hope he don't swipe the car."
"Oh, pshaw! How suspicious you are, Qharlie!
It isn't likely he'd do that, Just some hunter, I
suppose."
"We'd be in a sweet fix if he did;'' said Charlie,
''but I don't suppose there really is much chance
of it."
(To ~e continued)

CHAPTER VIIl.-(Continue d.)
"So you had to go and speak to my mother,"
he said, sulkily. "You wouldn't take my word
•
for it."
"Now don't get mad, Joe," replied Charlie, who
had come to be on very familiar terms with the
boy. "What could I do? I don't want to get myself into trouble. You might know that."
"Do you think I'd lie to you? If you do, why,
say so."
"That's not the point; but let's cut it out or the
day will be spoiled. We are bound for Duck
Lake anyhow, and that ought to be enough."
They started a few minutes later, and Joe, who
never laid up anything against Charlie, soon ' got
good-humored again and began bragging about
a new Remington rifle his father had bestowed
upon him, and which, to hear him tell it, possessed
points which placed it far away beyond any other
rifle in the world.
"You and I will take a run up to the Adirondacks this fall and then I'll show you how I can
shoot," he cried. "I'll surprisNou, Charlie, and
.,,
don't you forget it."
"It won't take much to surprise 1me,"_ laughed
Charlie. "Rifle shooting is altogether out of, my
line."
Joe did not care to run the car that morning.
He said it was too hot. Nor did he seem to be in
any special hurry, so Charlie an at moderate
speed.
They soon entered a wild stretch of country
where the wQods were thick. This continued
on to Duck Lake, for here the land was poor and
stony and worthless for farming purposes. Charlie had been to Due~ Lake once before, so he
knew just where he was going.
On the last fifteen miles of their run there was
scarcely a house. At last they enterea on a crossroad which took them tq the lake, a beautiful
sheet of water about two miles long and a half
mile wide. On the opposite side from where the
boys hit the lake a rocky hill rose directly from
the water's edge to a height of perhaps fi.~ hundred feet. The shore on their side was strewn
with great boulders and there were several little
wooded islands at this end of the lake.
Charlie turned the car at a convenient point
and backed down close to the sho1·e to have everything ready for a start and there they left it, and
taking, their J:?asket the boys went down to the
.
shore.
"Do1i't I wish we had a boat," said Joe.
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
"Is there any on the lake?" asked Charlie.
"I don't know. I don't believe so," was the re- we will mail yon a copy of "Mystery Magazine,"
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
OLD

LIQUOR

WALLED UP FOR MANY
YEARS
. A wine cellar including Maryland 1·ye, Kentucky bourbon and other good liquor has been
"unwalled" by laborers • razing the old Studio·
Building, Tremont and Broomfield streets, Boston,
Mass., famed as the city's '.'inner temple of the
fine arts."
It is believed that the carefuly stored liquor
was the property of George Snell, a noted architect and clubman of the city, who died three decades ago, failing to mention on his deathbed his
precautions against drought.
The cellar was walled up in the f9undations.
LAKE OF PETROLEUM
Somewhere in the western part of the Olympic
Mountains there is a lake of pure petroleum. At
several Inaian camps n:ear Quilliyute, Wash., the
aborigines are using for fuel and light cedar
sticks which have been soaked in oiL ,
-That there is crude oil in the Northwest Mountains has been long suspected for two generations
ago places were found where oil bubbled up
through rock and shale formations.
An attempt is being made by local prospectors
· to discover the pool where the Indians make their
"fire sticks" that burn a long tiipe.
• The oil showing is in a region easy of access
and successful exploitation would yield millions.

old sailors make pets of spiders for a very go.-.d
reason. They say that if people on land wouJd
only study a spider's web closely they need never
be caught in a storm .
This is because a spider knows just the kind
of wea,tber we are going to have, and they know
hours and hours before any other creature.
In a spider's web, as you know, there are numerous strands u sed to fasten the· network of
lines secu rely to walls or posts. These strands
are sometimes longer or shorter than otherwise
depending on the kind of weather coming.
'
When ~here is a storm coming on, or a very
strong wmd, Mrs. Spider hastens to shorten the
long sil:<Y threads ~rom which her web hang_s .
If. she 1s busy makmg the threads longer, then
sail ors know that is a sure sign the weather is
to be calm and nice.
?hould the iMect leave off work, theTe is some
ram about. _ When the rain comes and Mrs.
Spider still keeps busy, then the rain will be
merely a shower, followed by fine weather.
If, just before sunset, the sailor notices hispet spi_d er does not make any chances in its web,
he knows the night will be clear and beautiful.
Most spiders make changes in their webs every
twenty-four hours, according to the weather.

"Mystery Magazine"
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LARGE SHARKS IN FRESH WATER LAKE
A Philadeiphia clespatch of recent date stated
that a twelve-foot shark had bej'ln shot and killed
in the Delaware River at Tacony, and went on to
say: "How it managed to get nearly 100 miles
from its native ocean haunts is a mystery."
That sharks occasionally .ascend rivers into
fresh water, there can be no doubt, though in
Northern .latitudes they do . not remain there.
However, there is at least one notable instance
that in the tropics they do stay in fresh water.
Lake Nicaragua, at the head of the San Juan
River, at least 125 miles from the Atlantic, in a
straight line, is simply alive with man-eating
sharks, many of them monsters. It is common
to see them lying just below the surface, as if
waiting to seize any hapless individual unlucky
enough to fall into the water.
·
That they are not a fanciful menace to life is
proved by statistics, which show that twentyfive persons annually fall victims to them in the
lake. It is noteworthy that they are of the same
species found in the Caribbean Sea, and it is supposed they ascend the river to the Jake. It is also
woi-thy of note that Lake Nicaragua is the only
body of fresh water in the world known to be inhabited by sharks.

------

SPIDERS THAT TELL THE WEATHER
When you go ·aboa1·d a ship that has just come
inte port, look around foi· huge spider webs that
look as· if they have been there for ages. Many
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THE DOG KNEW
By

-

---f-

JOHN

SHERMAN

We were discussing dogs and their instinct and
Intelligence, when C~p~ain Clark, a ~ative of Illinois related an mc1dent that will bear repeat~g to the general public.
About ten years ago the captain purchased
some land o:ri the south branch of the big Wichita
River Texas and a few months later went out
to m~ke arr~ngements for establishing a ranch.
He took with him a large shepherd dog of great
natural intelligence. From Fort Worth he j ourneyed to within twenty-five miles of his destination by rail. At the fort he hired a horse for a
week, got his directions about the roads, and set
off in good spirits. It was lovely ,yeather. and
a bracing atmosphere, and the capt~m wa!j Jolly
enough until, after the first ftve miles had beerr
covired, he noticed that Prince, the dog, was acting in a very queer manner.
Three different times the dog headed the horse
a s if to turn him back, and when this did not
avail he sat down in the road and howled in the
most dismal manner. The captain got down to
look him over, but could find nothing wrong. He
left the town at two o'clock in the afternoon, calculating to stop over night at a ranch eighteen
miles distant, and, after wasting a quarter of an
hour with the dog, he remounted and rode on.
Prince howled louder than ever, and by and by
followed on, with his tail and ears down, a s if in
great trouble.
Two things happened to prevent the captain
from reaching the ranch a s he had planned. A
thunderstorm drove him to the shelter of a grove
for an hour, and in pursuing his journey again he
got among the cattle trails and lost his way.
The dog kept up his strange conduct, and once or
twice the captain was on the point of shooting
him, believing that he had gone mad. It w as
nine o'clock in the evening, with another storm
threatening, when the horseman drew up at a
cabin on a ~mall creek flowing into the W_ichita.
In response to his call an evil-looking woman
about 40 years old came to the door, and to his
re(luest to be accommodated for the night she
granted a ready reply in the affirmative. While
the horse was being cared for in a brush stable
the man of the house came home, having been
out }1unting.
He had a face even more vicious than the
woman's and but for the breaking of the storm
Clark would have resumed his journey. The
woman had no questions to ask, but the man was
fuH of them. The captain evaded some and answered others untruthfully, but yet the settler
g·ot an idea of who he was and what had brought
him into the neighborhood. The last seen of the
dog was when Clark rode up to the house, Prince
halting 500 feet away and howling, but after a
few minutes his noise ceased and no more was
seen or heard of him.
At ten o'clock, with the $tOrm still raging, Captain Clark went to bed. There were two rooms
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in the house with a bed in each room, and he had
the front room.
There was neither lock nor catch on his door,
and he kept it closed by placing a light stand
against it. He had gone to the door and whistled
for Prince before removing his clothes, but the
dog had in no manner responded. Nevertheless,
the captain was only fairly in bed when the dog
came to the outer door,• sniffed about for a minute, and then set up a howling. The master got
up to let him in, but he ran away. It now seemed
plain that P r ince w as mad, and the captain made
up his m ind to shoot him the first thing in the
morning.
Captain Clark tells his story as follows :
"It was after midnight when I was awakened.
"The dog had his nose at the bottom of the
door, and was howling loud enough to scare the
dead. My first thought was to get up and shoot
him, but as I heard a movement in the next room
I hesitated for a moment. I heard the man walk
across the floor in his bare feet and open the back
door and go out. ?jo doubt he had gone to drive
Prince away, and I settled back in bed and
thanked him for it. The dog ran off, but though
I listened long and intently, I did not hear the
man return. I did hear something between a
groan and a shout, but supposed he had cried out
to the dog. The storm was over now, and the
light of the moon flooding into the room, and as
I turned over to ,yoo s leep again my face was
toward the door, :ind I saw that the door was
ajar. I ro ·e up on my elbow to get a better look,
and at that instant the door was pushed further
open and in came the woman. She had a light
axe in her hands, and no sooner had she made out
that I was awake than she sprang for ward and
struck at me with all her might.
"She struck at my -hea~, and I drew myself
downward, with only an inch or two to spare.
As the blow fell I twisted myself out of bed, and
before the woman could strike again I had her.
I we ighed 165 pounds, and there are few men
who can la y me on my back, but I tell you I had
t o exert m yself to conquer that wo man. She had
muscle and pluck, and it was not until I got a
good hold on her throat that she wilted. Our
struggle lasted fully five minutes, and during all
that time P1·ince was at the door barking and
growling in the mos't furiou s manner. I had just
worsted t he woman when the dog came in by way
of the back door, and he would have killed her
if I had not restrained him. I told him to stand
guard, and then proceeded to strike a light and
dress myself.
"I couldn't understand what had become of the
husband. With the light in one hand and my revolver in the other, I inspected the back room,
but he was not there. I had head him pass out,
and why had he not returned? I looked out of
the back door, and the mystery wa<; explained.
There lay the man on the broad of 1his back,. feet
drawn up and arms extended, and he was dead.
I could see no wound, and I knew that no pistol
had' been fil·ed. After hes itating a bit, I seize.d
hold of him and turned him over, and there in
his back, driven clear up to the hilt, was a knife.
,I did not attempt to pull it out, but returned to
the woman. She had recovered from the choking
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"That was a bad bit of work those fellows done
and was sitting up, but Prince would permit ~o
further move. I had no sooner -entered, the room there in Boston: Did you see the evening papers?""
"What do you mean?" .said the man.
than she began to revile me, and indulging in the
"Why, that safe burglary last night."
most terrible threats.
"Was there a burglary?"
"It was not until daylight th.at I had a satis"Yes; didn't you hear of it? Why, they stole
factory explanation . The couple had determined
from the first to murder me. About midnigpt, over $100,000 worth of cash securities and bonds
or as soon a.s the storm passed over me, my horse from the--:Ba nk."
·"Indeed! Any arrests?"
was saddled and Jed out. They knew I was armed,
"Not yet, but the officers are close on the tracks
but heard me snore jn my sleep, and the man had
."
the door open almost wide enough to admit his of the leader of the gang named Ridgewood
Just at this moment a man arose from the seat
body when Prince came back and awoke me with
his howling. The man retreated and went out- behind and walked out of the car. He passed
doors, to settle the dog, There was a clothes- on into the next car.
"That's our man," whispered the detective to
line stretched from the corner of the cabin to a
tree, and as he was moving rapidly along this his apparently injured companion. The two men
caught him under the chin and flung him back- arose and passed into the next car after the felward.
low who had arisen,
They caught up to the man as he.. was going
"He had the knife in his hand, and as he fell
it was twisted about in such a manner that he out of the next car. The train was stopping at
fell upon it.
a short station. The man got off. He was ar.
"The dog was perfectly natural after my safety rested.
"How did you know that was Ridgewood ?" was
was assured, and was my best friend for years
after."
asked of the detective.
"Because when I mentioned his name he started
and left the car. There is something about a crimWAYS OF A DETECTIVE
inal that gives him away to a practiced eye. I
saw that man on the platform- he was walking
up and down. He did not walk.. more tli.an eight
"What a1·e you doing there?"
feet before he woul<l turn and walk back again.
The man to whom it is addressed is a short, At this I became aroused and watched him closer.
thick-set man; there is nothing about him to at"It was when I tripped up my frie)ld that I
tract attention. He is the most commonpla ce wanted to avoid suspicion; the burglar was beman I have met for some time. He is simply hind us; the man who fell first is one of the best
leaning against a pile of boxes, trunks and the detectives in Boston. He was dres-sed like a worklike at a railroad station. Upon first glance he ingman and carried a. pail. Wnen we fell the
looks like a sleepy old fellow who may have man whom we were following did not' notice us,
drank more than a flagon of rn:m, or he may have but hurried into the cars; all the other people
· walked a long distance, and therefore he is fa- stopped and looked on.
"The man went directly to the smoker, and lit
tigued.
That man is one of the sharpest detectives in a cigar nenously; he drew his hat over his eyes,
and nestled . down in his seat, appa.rently enthe State of Massachus etts..
the
Quickly, without moving a muscle, without look- gl'ossed in his newspaper. The man readseem
ing up again, he answers, in a low, distinct voice: same paper for a long time. He did not
eyes
"Don't speak to me now; I'm watching a man." to be inter~ted in it at all, although his
one
Presently the crowd gets thicker. The sleepy were intently upon it. They were, only on
began
and
him,
of
front
in
down
sat
We
He
spot.
aroused.
becomes
trunks
the
by
gentleman
the
moved about very rapidly among the people. What to eat apples and talk. When I mentioned
name of Ridgewood he started from his reverie.
will he do?
Hardly is there time to walk ten paces when I 1ooked him square in the eye. He got up and
he has disappea1·ed. The train thunders into the left the car. He was our man.
"Oh, about the eight-foot walk? Well, you
station and the people went aboa1·d. The man
see, an old criminal who has done time will never
was nowhere.
as
That nrght one of the boldest burglars was ar- get out of the habit of walking up and down
only go
rested and lodged in jail. He was arrested· on he .has done so long in his cell. He willlength
of
about eight feet; that is the regulation
that train, and by the sleepy man.
He does this unconsciou sly, and even
The arrest was accomplish ed thus: As a rough- cells.
looking man with a tin pail in his hand walked though he may guard himself against it, before
quickly from the depot to the train the detective he knows it he will begin to walk up and down.
"Of course," said tlte detective, "no man gives
followed him closely, and just as he was about to
tells the deput his foot on the step he tripped and fell to himself up to justice-no criminal ·co~elled
to
the platform. In an jnstant the detective fell on te<'tive that he is the man. We are
has a
criminal
A
experience.
our
from
judge
him.
top of
secretly,
The two .men were assisted into the car, and certain look, a peculiar way of moving
all
theatres,
at
hotels,
places-in
public
in
even
fallen
having
for
apologized
then th~ detective
criminal
on him. They sat down together in the smoking over. No one but a skillful man inactions
are
car, the old-fashion ed detective took out of his work can tell the difference, but their
part of
pocket a lot of cakes and apples, and they began readily apparent-th ey-...becom e a larger
· the criminal's nature; be cannot cast off himself."
to eat a:nd talk about the news.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
THE OLDEST CLOCK
The oldest cm-el,{ in this country is owned by
J. Colwell of Loveland. Colo. Colwell's clock is
of the grartdfather type and is more than 200
years old. Despite its age the clock keeps perfect
time, Colwell says. All the wheels are hand
carved from hard wood. The only metal parts
are the springs. Two hundred and two years ago
one of Colwell's ancesters purchased the !!lock
at a public sale in England.
10,000 ROUBLES, 90 CENTS
P.assengeJ:s arriving on the Aquitania r ecently
said that firms in London were advertising -ten
thousand Russian roubles for the equivalent of
ninety cents, American currency and every purchaser of 50,000 for $4 would be given 1,000
.
Polish marks gratis.
The roubles were genuine Deniken Bank notes,
the advertiseme'n ts stated, and would rise to their
normal va lue when the normal prosperity of Russia has been restored. For the equivalent of $16
the purchaser obtains 250,000 of the rouble notes
a~d 10,000 Polish marks free.
NEW ZEALAND SHIPS APPLES TO COAST
S~ipments of New Zealand pears and applies
are arriving in Seattle, Wash., for distribution
over the Northwest. The fruit is the first of the
regular Autumn harvest of the Antipodes and the
q1,1ality compares favorably with the produce of
our own country. The planting of apple orchards
in New Zealand followed closely the exploitation
of the industry in the Northwest, many of the
trees now bearing in the islands being propagated
here. ·
Every October large cargoes of apples, pears
and peaches are sent in cold storage to Australia
and .New Zealand. Now that these island are
in the beginning of their Fall harvest, the grow- ers are shipping fruit here to an almost bare
market.
Large Flemish pears arriving here from New
Zealand weigh two and three pounds each. The
varieties of apples received are J.onathan, Snows
and J'elicious.

BET $5 HE COULD SWALLOW 6 NAILS
After swallowing five nails on a $5 bet Charles
~ogers, 28, lost the bet and probably will lose his
life. Surgeons are greatly interested in the case.
Rogers made a bet with two comrades he could
swallow six 2½-inch nails. He downed five, but
by the time he reached the sixth he suffered such
pain that he quit and his friends, refusing to
pay, left. Rogers, in great agony, walked thirty
miles into London to a· hospital. The doctors
took an X-ray and found four of the nails .had ·
lodged in the stomach and one in the bronchial
tube. The latter being the most serious they
operated immediately on the windpipe and finally
got the nail. Meanwhile pneumonia developed
and is becoming so serious it is impossible to attempt to remove the nails from the stomach. The
doctors declare that regardless of Rogers' ·foolishness the case has opened up interesting surgical
problems=

-LAUGHS
"Do you really believe, Miss Hicks, that ignorance is bliss?" "I don't know. You seem to be
happy."
"Did your uncle mention you in his will?"
"Just barely-it read: 'To my nephew John, I
'
bequeath nothing.' "
Husband-A.re you aware, my dear, that it
takes three-fourths of my salar y to meet -your
dressmaker's bills ? Wife~Good gracious ! What
do you do with the rest of your money?
"You should have been in the suffragette parade, my dear." "So?" "It was delightfully dangerous. Many of the girls were annoyed by horr:fie.d men.'' "Indeed.'' "For the first t ime in t heir
·
lives.''
"Really, Elizabeth," declared Mr. Spendaghast,
the fat~er of a large family of girls, "we must
economize. We must husband our resources.'' .
"Husband our resources!" replied Mrs. S. "It
strikes me, Mr. Spandaghast, you'd better husband your daugl\ters.''
A three-year-old tot was taken to the Zoo to
see the animals. When the nurse broqght her
hom,e her mamma said: "Darling, did you see
the big tiger in his cage?" "Yeth " lisped the
little one. "We dest looked at him~we didn't go
in."
"Sir," said the office boy to his employer, "as
you know very _well that my family is in perfect
health, I ask you to let ·m e off this afternoon to
go to the ball game.'' "Young man," replied the
boss, "you are entirely too honest. I have my
suspicions of you. You are fired."
Send us a one-cent ·s tamp to cover postage, and
we will mail you a copy of "Moving Picture
Stories."
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FROM ALL POINTS
A FREAK PIG.
A freak pig with two mouths, two tongues and
two throats, has been born on the farm of w. S.
Potard, Brock, Neb. These parts are all perfectly formed and the animal is normal in eve17
other way. Animals born with two heads · are
not uncommon, but the Potard pig is a real curiosity. Because of the location of its two mouths
the pig was unable to eat in nature's accustomed
way, and it is being raised by hand.
A TALE OF WEALTH FROM A TOMB
Mexican archeaologists are to investigate a
strange story concerning the Fre.nc}:t archaeologist, Count Brisac de Saint Denis, who recently
died in Paris. It is circumstantially asserted that
while doing research work in Mexico, near Comala, he diseovered the tomb of an ancient Toltec
king, in which was a collection of pearls, opals
and gold dust worth $10,000,000, and that he
managed to smuggle this wealth o~t o_f the, counti·y. All that is absolutely certa~n 1s that the
Count did investigate s1'.lme old rums near Comala about 1910.

OAT SPROUTS IN EAR, NEW HAVEN MAN
DIES
Medical authorities are greatly interested in
tne death of Peter Everson, an ·_employee of ~ lo_c~l
coal yard. He died early April 21, of meningitis
at Grace Hospital as a result of an oat kernel
sprouting in his ear.
Local physicians say the case is the fast of the
kind in medical history. Several days ago Everson suffered from earache, He removed an oat
kernel from his ear and found a sprout of considerable length. The earache continued, howev~r.
· He consulted Dr. Ed T. Falsey, who gave him
local treatment and ad'Vised-that he see a specialjgt. Everson grew worse He became delirious,
the pupils of his eres dilated, his nee~ became
rigid and he lapsed mto coma. .(',.. quantit}'. of the
spinal fluid was 1·emoved, but without avail.
How the oat 'kernel became lodged in his ear
is not known.
AMERICAN

POST AGE ST AMP FETCHES
$15,000 IN PARIS
The highest price ever paid for an American
postage stamp was that }Yh~ch ";as 1:i-anded o~er
by Griebert, the London philatelist, m the third
day's sale of the Baron Ferrari de la Renotiere
collection.
Mr. Griebert paid 123,375 francs for the only
known specimen of Boscawen, N. H., issue of
1846-more than $15,000 with the 17½ per cent.
sales tax, for a stamp whose face value was five
cents.
At the end of the sale Mr. Griebert admitted
he was buying for A. Hind, an American manufacturer, whose stamp collection is one of the
most noted in the United States.
A five cent stamp bearing the watermark of
Alexandria, N. Y., brought $6,000. It was bought
by \Varren H. Colson of Boston, who won also a
Baltimore ten cent stamp at the same price.

FAIRY-WHEEL MOTORS TO GLIDE OVER
SAHARA
A Government expedition started in January
to cross the Desert of Sahara from Tuggurt to
Timbuctoo in automobiles with caterpillar wheels
so light they will pass over the slightest impress.
Success will mean a great step in the advance
of civilization. It would make possible the linking up of vast stretches of the world hitherto undeveloped, because m·aking road or 1·ail communications was tod costly and hazardous.
China has both eyes on the French experiment,
realizing what it would mean to that land of few
roads and vast spaces.
· It would permit the linking up of the French
colonies in North Africa with those of equatorial
Africa, which has unceasingly been striven for
with various forms of locomotion. When the automobile became a commercialJy possible means of
travel, attempts were made to ·establish regular
service across the sands of equatorial Africa. It
was thought that the pneumatic tire would triumph where the solid wheel was impossible. But
the experiments of twenty years ago were an utter failure. With the rubber "bitten" into holes
by the grit, or the whole machine engulfed in the
ctrifts, not a single car reached its destination,
most of them being abandoned in the open desert.
Efforts to develop communication by aeroplane
met with some success, but hope for the future
is now almost wholly based on automobile service
made feasible by the Kegresse-Hipstin wheel or
propeller, as the experts prefer to call it, with
its remarkable distribution of weight of 100
grams per square centimetre. In experiments
last winter on the snowclad slopes of Mont Revard the car passed over de.ep "pockets" with
little more wrinkling of the face of the snow than
would have been caused by a pair of snowshoes.
Climbing capacity was proved on the steep sides
of the Paris fortifications.
When the cross-Sahara. expedition sets out in
January the wheels will not be fitted to ordinary automobiles from the Citroen factory (the
French Ford) . There will be twelve cars, each
having a tank to hold fifty gallons of gasoline
and each trailing a tank-reservoir -holding 150
to 200 gallons. This supply is calculated to be
sufficient to enable the party to cover the 1,800
/ miles from Tuggurt to Timbuctoo, without revictualling, at the rate of 120 miles a day, making fifteen days for the complete journey.
The scheme has been developed by the War
Minister and the Colonial Minister. The party
will include ri:presentatives from these state departments and three scientists, representing the
Department of Public Instruction, one a geologist. To make the results known to the world, invitations will be extended to a novelist, a journalist and a movie man.
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Muazina.111
&
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GOOD READING
PET MONKEY DESTROYS EVIDENCE
A pet monkey owned by Frank M. Sweeney,
of Chester, Pa., must have' been trained as a
bootlegger's pet, according to the -story told by
police who took part in the- mid on Sweeney's
home here.
The monkey, it is related, seized as many bottles of illicit liquor as he could carry when the
raiders entered the house. The agile little animal
carried the rum to the roof, ·where, while the
raiders looked on, he poured the contents of the
b_ottles into the street below.

their terrors when it became possible to carve
a, fat barnacle goose at the tables of the pious!"
FINDS

PRE-CAESARIAN. ROMAN 1
CALENDAR
A most interesting discovery was made recently
at Anzio, in the Roman Campagna. It was of a
calendar made of plaster and much earlier than
the calendar as made by Julius Caesar in the
year 46 B. C.. This calendar evidently dates back
to between 163 B. C. and 84 B. C., and is the only
one yet found which ante-dates that of Julius
Caesar.
Some parts of it are missing, but the rest shows
LEGEND o ·F "BARNACLE" GEESE
that it was based on a lunar year of 353 days
Some said they were wild duck, some said they divided into twelve months of 29 and 31 days,
wel'e brant. Their subdued calls of alarm as with a thirteenth month, called intercalary, of 27
a Fort Lee feeryboat approached the flock in the days, interposed every alternate year after Febdusk, causing them to rise from the water · in a ruary. Under this system the year had an averbewildered shadow of the Palisades, w,ere rem- age of 366½ days-that is, four days more than
iniscent of early spring days when birds of pas- a solar year should have. sage are winging high overhead.
.
Inevitable confusion arose from this, and the
One of the homegoing commuters was an orm- College of Priests had the right to intervene and
thological fan and he pronounced the visitors to correct it whenever they chose by omitting the
be barnacle geese.
intercala1·y :month. It was because they often did
"Well that's just another name for brant," it for political reasons that Julius Caesar decided
retorted' a friend and neighbor of the Palisades. to reform the calendar and intrusted the work
"No it isn't," said the ornithological fan, "but to the ·celebrnted mathematician and astronomer
the tv!o are often confused in this country, where Sosigenes. He based his calendar on the solar
the real barnacle goose is only an occasional visi- year in place of the lunar, and made it one of
tor. I've seen it along the Scottish ~oast a!1d 365 days.
know it pretty well. It's a handsome bird, stnk- .
The year 46 B. C. when this took effect was
ingly marked in bars of white and black and called the "annus confusionis" (year of confugray. Also, it's very g~~ eating. But the most sion), because, in order to make the year 45 beremarkable thing about 1t 1s the legend connected gin with the new sun, ninety extra days ·had to be.
with it.
inserted in the year.
"The barnacle goose breeds in the Arctic and
The ancient' calendar, ·unique of its kind, has
that made it something of a bird of mystery to just been published by the Royal Academy of the
our simple forefathers. As they couldn't find Lincei.
its nest or its eggs or its goslings they sagely
concluded that it was not like other birds, and .
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
the whole world of scholasticism and theology
agreed that the barnacle goose came out of a we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Magazine.''
barnacle.
"This was in England and all over Europe in
Musical Handsaw
the Middle Ages. Do you ·see those barnacles
.crusted on the piles below high water mark?
Greatest Novelty of the Age
Well, some barnacles grow as big as eggs, and
sometimes they're found on the roots and trunks
of trees that grow on the -water's edge, and I
suppose that helped to establish the legend.
"I have a picture at home, a woodcut in the
old 'Herbal' of Gerard in the sixteenth century,
which shows a tree covered with barnacles like
fruit, with the little barnacle geese in all _stages
you can carry a tune lo your head, you can learn
emerging from the barnacles and droppmg to to Ifplay
this instrument, and secure a jot, on the stage
the water where others are swimming about.
at a good salary. No musical education necessary.
Struck
with
a specially made mallet the perfectly tem"Learned churchmen accepted the tale without
pered saw produces loud, clear, rich tones. like a 'cello.
question and an animated theological controversy The
~ame effect may be bad by using a violin bow on
arose as to whether the bird was flesh or fish.
the edge. Any tune can be played by the wonderful
"You see, it was importafit to know whether it vibrations of the saw. It requires two weeks' practice
to
make you au expert. ,vhen not playing you can
could be eaten on Fridays and fast days. And work
with the saw. It-ls a useful tool as wen as a fine
everybody was delighted when the ecclesiastical Instrumen t.
authorities gravely ruled that the goose was a
Price of Saw. Mallet and Instructions .. . . -~ - .. . $5
fish and might be eaten on days when flesh was
prohibited to good Christians. Meatless days lost HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23d St., New York
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INONEIDA
DIANS WIN .
LAND WORTH
$4,000,000
After a legal
fight lasting eight
years, the Onejda
Indians have won
tij;le to one of the
finest residential
tract's in Oneida,
N. Y., conservatively estimated
to be worth $4,000,000, and are
now free to quit
the O n on d a g a
tribe's s w a mp y
reservation, near
Syracuse, where
they have been
Jiving as outcasts,
and take, possession of the property.
This became
k n o w n recently
with the announcement of a
decision of the
United States Supreme Court denying the appeal
of J. H. Boylan,
one of the property owners and.
defendant in a
suit brought by
Chief Honoust of
the Oneidas. It
affirms the decision of Federal
Judge George
George Ray of
Norwich, setting
aside title of the
white man to the
contested pr o p erty and restoring it to the original owners.
More than thirty years ago
when Oneida was
experiencing i t s
fi r s t expansion
boom the contested area was held
, by ti·eaty by the
In.dians
Oneida
as their reservation under Federal jurisdiction.
Ofieidians d e sired to - throw
that territory
open to whites,
and with State
aid offered the
Indians ten acres
of land in Wisconsin for every
acre relinquished
on the· reservation.
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If Ruptured
TOILET SET
$3.98, postpaid Try This Free
" IVORITE "

Beautiful design, 6xll In. mirror, heavy
bevelled glass, 11-row pure white bristle
brush, extra strong comb. Sent C. O. D. or
on money order. Sent prepaid within 24hours after r~celpt of order.

Apply It to Any Rupture, Old or
Recent, Large or Small, and you
· Are on the Road That
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Anyone ruptured, man, woman or cblld,
should write at once to W. S. Rl!!e, 444A
Main St, Adams. N. Y., for II free trial of
his wonderfnl sthnnlntlng ,ippll,,Rtlon. Ju~t
put It on the rnpture and the muscles begin
to tighten; the;v begin to bind together IO
that tbe opening closes nnturaJ!y and tha
need of a. support or truss or appl111nce 11
then donP nway with. Don't neirlert to send
for tblij free trlal. Even lf your rupture
doesn't bother yon. whnt Is the USP or \\'earing supports 11\J yonr \lfP? ""\Vhv su!!'er th!I
nulsnnce? Wb;v run tbe risk of 1?angrene
and such dangers from a small and Innocent
little ruptnre. the kind that hns thrown
thousands on the or,eratlnir tnhJp? A host
of men an!I women are fl11lly running ,,1ch
risk just because their ruptures do not hurt
nor prevent them from 11.'<>ttlng around. Write
at once for this free trial, as It Is certain!:,
a wonderful tblng and has aided In tbe cure
of ruptures tbat were H bl111 as a mnn'a
two ftsts. Try and write at once. ullln2' tbe
,.nnpo'll hl!low.
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State ............................. , ..... ..

\_

-,

I.•,

LITTLE ADS
Write to Riker & King, Advertisillg Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York City,
or 29 East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this ,naga:iine.
AGENTS

PERSONAL-Continued

'

MONEY AND FAST SALES-Every owner bui,11 SIXTH AND SEVENT/t BOOKS OF MOSES. Eim,Uan
secrets. Black art, otb.er rue boo.ks. Catalo& tree.
Oold Initials tor bis auto. You charge $1. 50 ; make
$1.85. Ten orders daily easy. \Yrlte tor partlculars Star Book Co., sru:t l:?2 Federal St .• Can1den. r-;. J.
and free samples. .American llonogram Co .• l>ept. 171, WOULD you write a wealthy. pretty girl? \otamp)
Kast Orange, N. 1.
Lilli:111 Sproul, Sta , ll, Cle.vela.nd, Ohlo.
536 to $56 WEEKLY in your spa re time doing special MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with pbotos and
0
0
0
descriptions [ree. Pay when married. Tho Excba1111e.
-~rt~~~ ~e:~~r~!~t~ ~o5~~t~ ~~1r
American Products Co., 5915 American Bldg., Cincin- Dept. tl~5. Knnsu.s CllY, Mo.
natl, Ohio.
If YOU WANT A WEALTHY, LOVING WIFE, write
Yloltt Rays, Dl·Ulli'iOll . Ohio. l.:n clolJe stamped envelope.
BIG

~~ntia;!,~

HELP WANTED

DETECTIVE-Earn big money. Travel. Fasolna.tmg \\Ork. Learn by our home study method.
Particulars free. "'rite American School of Crlmlnotov·. Dept. M, Detroit, Mich.
ALL men, women. over 17, willing to accept Government 1>0sition, $135. 1'r11vellng or stationary. Write
Mr. Ozm<'n t. 149, St. Lout~. Mo.
BE A RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTOR! $110 to $250
monthiy, exoenses Jlald after 3 months' svare-tlme
atud.v. Splendid opportunities. Posltion guaranteell or
ruon~y r e-funded.
Wrlle for Free Booklet CU-101.
Stand. Business Tr:tlnlng Inst. ; Bufl'alo, N. Y.
BE A DETECTIVE. Oopottunicy for men and women
tor secret investigation in your district. ·write C. T.
Ludw!~. 5:! l \\'eslover Bldg., Kansas City , Mo.
LADIES WANTED, nnd MEN, LOO, to address envelOI)OS and mall advertising matter at home tor laree
mail orller firms, spare or whole tlmf'. Can make
$10 to $35 wkly. No capital or exl)Crience reQui.red.
)\ook explains everything: send 10 cts. to cover nostage,
err. \Ynrcl Pub. Co .. 'l'ilton. :-.r. H
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great demand tor
men and women. Fasrlnatjng work. Particulars free.
'rite. American Detectlve System. 1968 B'war. N. Y.
TOP DAILY GRIND -STAR'!' SJLYER!NO MIRRORS,
aulo headlights, tabJeware, etc. Plans tree. Clarence
Sprinkle, Dept. 73. M'urion. Indiana.
BE A

...

•
\'I.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED

6 TORll,;S, PO~MS, PLAYS, etc.. are wanted for publl-

calfon. S\1bmit MSS. or write Literary Bureau. 515
Mo.
J I ,annlbal,

•

PATENTS

p ATENTS, Trade-mark, Copywrlght-foremost word free.
Long experience as patent solicitor. Prompt advi ce,
Chargelf -rery reasonable. Correspondence sollclted. R eaults procured. Metzger. ·wash.ington, D. C.

PERSONAL
MARRIED-Best matrimonial 1)aper DUbllshed.
Malled FREE. Address .!.merlcau Distributor. Suite
6~8. IllRirsv1lle, Pa.
•
GET ACQUAINTED and marry well.
Send stamped
envelope. Chicago Friend5hlv Club, 2928 Broadway,
Chicago, Ill.
MARRIAGE PAPER.
20th year.
Big issue with
descriJJtions, photos, names and addresses. 25 cents.
No other tee. Sent sealed. Box 2265R. Botton, Mas!3,
M.A R RY-Directory tree. Ladieg and Gentlemen write
e'J. i~~l1;!·nsa~tgft~~ J~~fldential. National Agenc1.
D
•
MARRY:
Thousands coneenial peot>le, worUt tram
$1,000 to $50,000 seeking early marriage, descriptions,
1>hotos. introductlons free. Sealed. Either sex. Send
o money. Addres Standard Cor. Club Gra ys lake, Ill
GET

"

MARRY RICH , hunoreds anxious, descriptive list free.
satisfaction guaranteed. Select Club. Dept. A, Rapid
City, So. Dak.
BEST, LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB in Country,

E:;1;,a\~!~lg/7 c!~fl~r8nt;~t;,0t;~~~-s ~:al8~ lle~~bl!
Club.

or wealthy members. Pay when m.arrleU. Xew Plan
Co.. l)ept. 36, Kansa.._ City, Mo.
MARRY HEALTH, WEALTH-Thousands; worth $5,000
to $400,000, desire marriage. Photos. introdu ctions;
deecrlotlon, free. f'uocess!ul-conlldentlal. sc;FLOWEB
CLGB, B-300, C'huarron. Kansas.
IF YOU WANT NEW FRIENDS, WRITE BETTY LEE,
28 East Bay S't., Jacksonville, FJorida. Send st1mp
plea~e..
EXCHANGE CHEERY INTERESTING LETTERS with
new friends; lots or tun; enclosed &tamp. Eva ll!ooro,
Box 4309, Jacksonville. Fla .

FOR SALE
LAND SEEKERS! ATTENTION! 20, 40, 80-acre tracu
near thriving city in !lfichlgan. $15 to $35 per acre;

only $10 to $!i0 down and $10 to $20 per montb.. Writ•
today for FREE booklet giving full Information.
RW!GAR1' LA:S.l) co.. M-12 68. First National Bank
Bldg., Chicago.

SCIENTIFIC
YOUR LIFE STORY lu the stars. Send birth date and
dime for trial rea.cllng. Sherman, Rapid City, S. Dak.
ASTROLOGY-STARS TELL LIFE'S STORY.
Send
blrthdate and dime for trial r eading. Eddy, Westvort
St.. 33-73, Kansas City, Mo.

SONGWRITERS
FREE BOOKLET-"Song Writing Facts." Song poem,
wanted. Free exam.lnatlon. \Ve write music, f'acilftate
publication. SUCCESSFUL SONG SERVICE, 240 West
46th Street, New York. Department S.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-We compose music.
Submit you:r poems to us at once. New York Melody
Corporation, 405 ll"ltzgera)d Bldg., New York.
SONGWRITERS-I want i'<ong Poems. f"a~pe-r IS'athao..
Dept, H, 929 Garrlck 'l'beatre Bldg., Cblcai:o.

STAMMERING
ST-STU-T-T-TERING and stammerln,r cured at home.
Instructive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell. u
Potomac Bank Bldg.. Washington. D. C.

TOBACCO HABIT

TOBACCO or Snuff Habit cured
cured. Remsdy sebt OD trial
B ltimore, Md.

•

QUICK HAIR CROWTH!
Box Free To Your

1111!
Would You l.Jla Suell

a &&tilt a, Thur

- -

Do :roa want., free, a trl>J box ot KOA1:ott. thai bu proYGd. 1uccmru1 in 10 mlUlt
aaae,f lho, you need 0011 Lo ao,wer tbl1 t.dV'.
b:, oltcard or letter, asklnc for FREE BOX.
Thf- f&mou1 preparation l1 for dandruff', tb.ln·

1A't~:tss~ j~::~i~·e:: FREE
a new bsilr vowtb. h&ebeen Npor\ed when.

I

;'!:l~~f~ ra~!:kot~T.
":!!I :Yo!::e
.1;:«f
wamen;
perfeotly
aod on.

lt ii
barmlea1
11
It.art.a b..alr growtb. 1n • te,r da71. AddreM,

SMkott Lueratvrr, KA,a75, '1•tfoa F, New York- N, Y.

Mrs. Wrubel, Box 26, Oakland. Calif.

MARRY-Free pJioto&raphs, directory and d\"scriotions

or no

1)&7,

Superb& Co.

$1 ii
PC,

Be Slender

A

Want to beeome slender, agile, bealth:r?
See the pictures; the shadows are to give you
idea of size before reduction of
weight. Eat all you need. Safe,
reliable; no salts or calomel,
no thyroid, no loss of time.
Just use KOREIN tabules and
follow the simple, easy directions as aid to reduce 10 to 60
pounds (whatever you need
to) under money-refund guarantee. Amaz_e all. Become
lighter, younger, attractive,
add years to your life I Ask for
KOREIN tabula, (pronounced koreen) at any
drug store. Or write for FREE BROCHURE to
Koreln Companv,NA·375,Sta. X,N•wYork

SIAMESE A PECULIAR

PEOPLE

The Siamese
people are ·well
formed, of medium height and
olive complexions,
somewhat darker
than the Chinese_
Their eyes are
slightly oblique,
their noses flat
a n d prominent,
and their faces
wide across the
cheek bones.
Most of the
men wear small
mustaches, b u t
those that have
1 a t e n t beards
pluck them out.
They are Buddhists, and almost
every man dons
the yellow robe of
the priest for a
t i m e. Through
the monastic syst e m of schools
nearly all t h e
men learn to 1·ead
and w r i t e, but
most of the women are illiterate.
There is no
caste system, and
the lowest born
may attain the
1:igbest offices, if
his capacity permits. There are
no hereditary titles. The King
bas a --Council of
Ministers
and
nlso a Legislative
Council of some
foi·ty members.
The Siamese
bc'tieve that the
arteries are filled
with air, ar.d that
diseases are
c au s e d by deranged functio111r.g of this air.
J..fte1 th~ birth
of a child the
mother has to lie
thirty days roa.:;ting in front of a
hot fire.
When a man
gets sick he calls
in a doctor and
agrees with him
on a fixed sum
for a cure. If he
dies, or fails to
get well, the doctor gets nothing.

.THE KANGA-

ROO
We are so accustomed to see
kangaroos in Zoo- _
logical _ Gardens
that we are apt
to overlook the
fact th'\t they are
to be numberer!
amon·~ Lhe most
remarkable a n i mals in the world.
When fir st
born, a bl\.bY kangaroo only measures an inch or
two i11 length. The
mot:wr picks up
. her tiny infant
with her front
paws and places
it in her snug and
warm
pouch,
where it 1·emains
for
several
months, until it is
grown up and is
able to look after
itself. Kangaroos
are very fond or
their young ones,
and when hunted
they do their best
to save them from ·
their enemies.
· But if they find
that they are being overtaken and
it is impossible
to escape from
their foes, they
turn their babies
out of their
pouches and
scamper off faster than ever. Although this action
may appear to be
somewhat unkind,
yet, in reality, it
is done for the
bes t of reasons,
for if the motlier
manz ges to get
away froni her
pu1 ~uer, owing to
he,: being no longer burdened with
the weight of her
infant, she afterwatd returns to
look for her offspring, and once
again puts it in
pouc.h. ,

Whom -Shot,ld You ·Mari-y?
Whether you are a man or a woman, married
or single-whether you are in love or not, you
surely want to know whom you should - or
whom you should not marry.

We'll Tell You
A better understanding of your mate always
makes for happiness. Most of the misery in
marital relationships is due to a lack of a
proper Character Analysis.

Only. 30 Cents
f:.or only 30c we will send you not only a description of two,. .,possible mates for you, but
we will also send you a careful character
reading- of yourself.
/
/

C·

All you need tell us is the date of your birth./~~-..

,,,, . ~'l)·
~~

These character readings were prepareq/~+~~~e~"'" :.
by one of Europe's foremost analy-;/~~ ~..P" . /
sists, a keen student of human na,:--:~~e·o~~· .......
ture, who has helped million~,,</~:.,,./+: .. /
to obtain a close-up view of,,/~.,°.:,~l" _./ / .··
themselves, and one who,,,,/tt,......-0-~··.
<>...,
/
./
/
~
has helped thousands <'.&. ~. ~ ~·
to choose pro~er
~ -o , ~/ .,.-··,?~ . /
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing.

They Contain

Valuable Information on Almost Zvery Subject
\._ 986 i:oung Wild West and tbe Half-breed Trailer; or, ,
The White Flower of the t;tes.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP A.ND MANAGE PETS.987 " A:t'tc~ the Outlaws; or, Arletta's Hard -earned
Giving coruplete inforruation as to the manner and
Victo,y ..
method of raising, keeping, taming, breeding and man!188 " Prize Claim; or, The Gold of Good-by _Gulch. aging all kinds of pets; also giving full Instructions for
989 " Booming a Tov. n; or, Arietta and the Land
mal,ing cages, etc. Fully ~xplained by twenty-eight
Sharks.
illustrations.
990 " Saving a Ranch; or, The Fire Fiends ot the
No. 56. HOW TO BECOMJ!l AN ENGINEEB.-ConBar-X Range.
taining full instructions how to become a locomotive
991 " Secret Enemy'; or, Arletta's Mine Fight.
engir,eer; also directions for building a model locomo992 " and the Pawnee Chief; or, Routing the Rene•
tive; together with a full description of everything an
1rade Red skins.
enginee1· should know.
993 " After a .Bad Bunch; or, Arletta and the Cattle
No, 58. ,now TO BE A DETECT.IVE.-By Old King
Crooks.
Brady, the well-known cietective. In which he Jays down
some valuable rules for beginners, and also relates some
994 " Plucky Fight; or, The Shot That Saved a Lite.
adventures of "ell-known detectives.
991! " on the Border; or, Arietta Between Two Fires.
No. 60.- HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPH.EB.996 " Trailing a Treasure; or, A Mystery of Old
Containing useful information regarding the Camera and
Me,xico.
how
to work it; also bow to make Photographic Magic
997 " Standing a Siege; or, How Arietta Saved Him.
Lantern Slides and other Transparencies. Handsowely
998 " and the Fighting Fifteen; or, The Raid of the
illn~tra.ted.
Savage Sioux.
·
No. 64. HOW TO lllAKE ELJmTHfCAL..MACHINES.
99(1 " Lassoing the Lynchers; or, ArietGQuick Shot.
-Containing full ·directions for making electrical ma1000 I' and "Arizona Al"; or, The Wonderful Luck of chines, Induction coils,
dynamos and many nqvel toys
a Cowboy:
to be worked by electricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. Fully
1001 " Corrallng the Road Ageuts; or, Arietta and the illustrated.
Outlaw's Bride.
No. 65. MULDOON'S
- The most original
1002 " .F acing His Foes ; or, The Shake-Uv At Shiver joke oook ever publishetil,JOKES.
and it ls brimful or wit and
Split.
humor. It contains
large collection of songs, Jokes,
lOOJ " Stopping a Stampede; or, Arietta and the Cow conundrums, etc.. o'I' aTerrence
Muldoon, the great wlt,
Girls.
humorist ' and prncttcnl joker of tbe day.
1004 " Hottest Trail; or, The Gold Cache of the
No.
66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES. - Containing over
Desert.
three hundred interesting puules and connndrums, with
1005 " Rifle Duel; or, Arietta's Cross-fire.
key to same. A complete book. Fully illustrated.
1006 " an_d "Domino Dick" ; or, The Broncho Buster's
No. 67, HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Con•
Bild Break.
•
,
taining a large collect10n of instructive and highly
1007 " Trapping the Horse Thieves; or, Arletta s nlJluSinJ?
electriccaJ· tricks, together with illustrations,
Quick Work.
A. Auderson.
1008 " and the Choctaw Chief; or, The Hidden Val- B,
·No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEi\IICAL TRICKS. - Conley and the Lost Tribe.
over one hundred highly amusing and instruc•
1009 " Followed by Fiends; or, Arietta and the Plot- tainin~
tive tricks with chemicals. By A. Anderson. Hand•
illustrated.
1010 " a~J\he Cactus Queen; or, The Bandits · ot the somely
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND. - ConSand Hills.
taining over fifty or tbe latest and best tricks n~ed by
1011 " In Death Canyon; or, Arletta and the Mad magicians. Also containing the secret of second sight.
Miner.
Fully illustrated.
1012 " Crack Cavalry; or, The Shot That Won the Day.
No, 70. HOW TO MA.KE MAGIC TOYS.-Conta.Jnlng1013 " After an Assassin; or, Arietta and the Toughs. :full directions for making Magic Toys and devices ot
1014 " Shot in the Da rk; or, Winning His Weight many kinds. Fully !llustrated.
_
in Gold.
No. n. HOW TO _DO JIIECHA:NICAL THICKS. 1011S " and the Hold Up Men; or, How Arletta Paid Containing complete rnstructions for performing over
Her Ransom.
•
slxtv Mechanical Tricks. Fully illustrated.
1016 " Arizona Round-Up; or, Catching the Cattle
N~. 72.-HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDI'!.
Crooks.
-Embracing all o fthe latest and most deceptive eard
1017 " Promise· or, Arietta and the Blue Mark.
trkks
witb illustr:rtioqs.
1018 " As Aven'ger; or, The Vigilants' Mistake.
No "74 HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.
1019 " After the Death Dealers; or, A Rot Fight ln -Contni~ing
full instructions for writing letters on al•
the Gulch.
any subject: .also rules for punctuation and com•
1020 " Defying the Blackfeet; or, Arietta and the Mys - most
position, with specimen lett<>rs.
terious Canoe.
No 76 HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND. ·
1021 " Going the Limit; or, The "Shin-Dig" at Show -Co~
taining rules for tell!ng fortunes b" the aid ot
lines
band. or the secret of palmistry. Also the
1022 " DC~demned to Death; or, Arietta's Prairie Race. secret orotthe
future events by aid or moles, marks,
1023 " flaving His Ranch: or, Wiping Out an p1d Score. scars etc. telling
Illustrated.
1024 " Caught by Comanches; or, Arietta Darmg Death.
No.' 77. ROW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WIJ'H CARllR.
1025 " Showing Up a Sherill'; or, The Right Man On a -Containing deceptive Card Tricks as performed by
Wrong Tra!J.
leading conjurors nnd magicians. Arranged for home
\
Fully-illustrated.
.
.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be &ent to any amusement.
No 80 ems WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.--Contamlng
address on receipt ot price, 7c per copy, In money or the
iatest jokes, anecdotes and funny storles of thl~
postnge stamps, by
world-renowned German comedian. Slxty-fonr pages,
handsome colored cover, containing a halt-tone photo
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
,of the author.
168 West 23d Street,
· New York City
No 82 HOW TO DO PALlllISTRY.--Contalning tbs
most' ap proved method"- of reading the ll'}eS on . the
hand. togetl1er witb n full explanation ot their meaning.
Also explaining phrenology, and the key for telling char•
ecter hv the bumps on the head. By Leo Hugo Kori)..
HOW TO
A C S · Fully illustrated
.
-N~. 83, HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-~ontalmng val~abt0
nnrl iustructive information _regardmg the science ot
hvpnotism. Also explaining tne most approved methods
Prlee Ill Cent• Per C,ap1'
which nre emploved bv the leading hypnotists of the
Tllt1 baok contains all the most recent chance• tu the
world. By Leo Hugo Koch , A. C. !:I·
method of construction and submission ot acenarlos.
Sixt:, Let111ons, covering every phase ot ecenarto wrtt·
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any
lns. For sale- by all Newsdealers and Booketorea.
address on reeelpt of price, 10c. per copy, In
It you cannot procnl"ll a copy, send ua the price,
money or stamps, by
1G centa. in money or postage stamps, and we w1ll
aall yon one, postage tree. .Address
·
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,
0

SCENARIOS

WRITE THEM

I., IIEN.t.BEN8, 119 S•venth ~e., New Yerk. •• Y,

166 West 23d Street,

Inc.
New York

